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V2G 2V7
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This plan was developed under the direction of the Board and Executive Director with the staff of the
Society and with input from the three communities served by TCHSS.

Board Resolution
The Board’s Resolution approving this plan is attached as an appendix.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Community Health and Wellness Plan (CHWP) 2019 - 2029 will guide health and wellness services
provided by Three Corners Health Services Society (TCHSS), Stswecem’c Xgat’tem, T’exelc, and Xatśūll
over the next several years. Participation in creating this ten-year plan included: facilitated dialogue
sessions with the Board, staff and communities; leadership by a Health Planning Taskforce and the Elders
Council; involvement of community members serving as Planning Assistants; 374 surveys and 4 focus
groups. The Three Corners Health Services Society (TCHSS) Board and Executive Director are grateful to
participating elders, community members, and staff for their roles in creating this document:
§
§
§
§

The Elders Council played a key role providing wisdom and insight;
The community members provided valuable insight into future programing needs through completion
of surveys and participation in focus groups;
The Health Planning Taskforce, including Board and management provided overall direction to the
project; and
Leaders and staff in each of the three communities provided input throughout the process.

The results of the work, and an analysis of current programming, has identified strengths but also gaps in
much-needed services for community members. Identified needs by community members and staff were:
§ More primary care (GP / NP) services than are currently provided
§ More trauma-related healing programs, retreats and direct services
§ More rehabilitation services (Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist, Speech Language Therapist,
Complementary / Alternative practitioners, etc.)
§ More care for elderly and respite for caregivers
§ More services of a nutritionist
§ Nurse to lead our Liver project

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Currently the TCHSS funding (including the flow-through share to our three communities) is insufficient
to meet these needs so our overall request is to increase our annual funding from $3.171m per annum to
$4.352m per annum – an increase of $1.181m to be shared between TCHSS and the three communities.
We have included an Evaluation Plan in this CHWP along with details on our expected outcomes from this
further investment by the FNHA.
We look forward to discussing this CHWP and the necessary resources to fully implement it.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ABOUT US
Three Corners Health Services Society
Three Corners Health Services Society (TCHSS) is incorporated as a non-profit society serving the membership
and communities of:
§
§
§

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation (Canoe Creek Indian Band)
T’exelc (Williams Lake Indian Band formerly known as Sugarcane Reserve), and
Xatśūll First Nation (Soda Creek Indian Band).

TCHSS has a main office in Williams Lake and health stations in each of the communities it serves. See map
below for an indication of locations of communities, in comparison to other nearby Secwépemc Nations. Note
that for specific programs, TCHSS also serves Canim Lake and Eskétemc communities:

Distances from Williams Lake of each community are:
Community
Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation
(Canoe Creek and Dog Creek)

Location
85 km south of Williams Lake, 80 km northwest of Clinton (Dog
Ck) 40 min to Canoe Creek

T’exelc (Sugar Cane)

12 km east of Williams Lake

Xatśūll (Deep Creek and Soda Creek)

23 km north of Williams Lake (Deep Creek) another 11 km north
(Soda Creek)

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Brief Descriptions of the Communities We Serve
Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation (Canoe Creek and Dog Creek)1
Canoe Creek and Dog Creek were once two distinct bands. The population of the two communities suffered
a dramatic decline in the late 19th century, largely due to a smallpox epidemic in 1863-1864. The population
of Dog Creek was reduced from more than two hundred members in the 1850s to a mere 20 members by the
late 1860s. The two lower Fraser River bands joined together in the late nineteenth century. A commitment
by the two communities to their history has been stated as ‘We honour our separate histories and our coming
together - with a shared vision of becoming an economically and politically self-sustaining community living
Secwépemc culture, language and traditions in a healthy and safe environment’. The band office is located
in Dog Creek. Dog Creek also has a store/gas station/post office and a gymnasium/community centre. The
Canoe Creek community has a band school and a gymnasium/community centre, beautiful log church, and a
powwow arbour built by the community members. Members of all ages are involved in various sporting
events including ice and ball hockey, soccer, softball and rodeos. In their leisure time members carry out
seasonal cultural activities, such as hunting for moose, deer, and big horn sheep; gathering roots and berries
for food or medicine; trout and salmon fishing and the odd sturgeon is also caught.

T’exelc (Williams Lake or Sugar Cane)2
The Williams Lake Indian Band is a First Nations government of the Secwépemc (Shuswap) Nation, located in
the Cariboo region. Its main Indian Reserve is Williams Lake Indian Reserve No. 1, a.k.a.
"Sugarcane" or "The Cane". In the Shuswap language, Williams Lake is T'exelc.
Archaeology in the area has shown, that Northern Secwépemc culture stretches back for
4,000 years in the Cariboo Region.
For thousands of years the people have lived in semi-permanent villages in the winter
and moved around on the land in the summer to collect fish, game and plant resources.
They enjoyed a rich environment and a rich ceremonial life.

1

https://canoecreekband.ca/
www.Williamslakeband.ca
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2

Chiefs led a strong people and do so today. Many
band members operate home businesses. Some
sell arts and crafts (leatherwork, basketry, and
beadwork), while others offer catering (including
providing traditional foods such as bannock,
wind-dried salmon, deer meat, canned preserves
and berry desserts). There are also private
entrepreneurs in the community, including
ranchers, farriers, trades people, administrators,
silviculture technicians and logging contractors.

Xatśūll (Deep Creek and Soda Creek)3
Xatśūll First Nation is located on the edge of the
Fraser River just north of Williams Lake. The
Xatśūll First Nation is the most northerly
Secwépemc community in this vast region and
has occupied this village site for at least 5,000
years. The local economy was based on hunting
fishing and trade with other nations. The
Secwépemc people exchanged their goods like
dried salmon, salmon oil, baskets, paint, deer
skins, shells, and raw hide with the other nations.
The people of Xatśūll have a long history of
European intrusion onto their vast territory. The
once industrious and prosperous nation declined
severely as a result of colonization. The impact of
colonization, loss of land and culture had many
negative consequences for the community.
However, despite the dark history the people of
Xatśūll have maintained a strong connection to
their land and culture and continues to push
forward toward a promising future.

3

https://xatsull.com/history/
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The following table shows registered community populations as at July 20194:
RESIDENCY
COMMUNITIES

# OF PEOPLE
Stswecem'c
Xgat'tem First
Nation (Canoe/Dog
Creek)

T’exelc

Xatśūll First Nation

TOTALS

% of total

(Soda Creek)
(Williams Lake)

Registered
Members on Own
Reserve

248

233

138

619

30%

Registered
members on Other
Reserves

49

44

35

128

6%

Registered
members on
Crown Land

3

1

0

4

1%

Registered
Members Off
Reserve

469

552

271

1,292

63%

Total Registered
Population

769

830

444

2,043

100%

% of total
population

38%

41%

21%

100%

Origins and Governance Structure of Three Corners Health Services Society
In June of 1997, the communities of Williams Lake, Canoe Creek, and Soda Creek united to begin the Health
Transfer Process. The health transfer process provided the opportunity that allowed the three communities
to pool their resources to increase access to services and to identify and work towards addressing the unique
health concerns within their communities.
Following many community consultations, meetings and negotiations with Health Canada and the then
Medical Services Branch, the signing of the first agreement took place in May 2000. In June 2000, THREE
CORNERS HEALTH SERVICES SOCIETY (TCHSS) registered as a Society and became the delegated health
authority for the communities.
The Society adopted the John Carver Governance Model and within this model the Board of Directors’
decisions are predominantly policy decisions. The Board decisions are made as a group rather than by
individuals, as the Board speaks with one voice or not at all.
The Society’s Board of Directors is comprised of two elected members from each of the communities. Elected
members are appointed via a Band Council Resolution (BCR). The Board of Directors meets a minimum of six
times per year and requires of quorum of four directors present to conduct business, provided always that
there must be at least one director from each of the communities.

4

AANDC-INAC First Nations Profiles
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The Society also has an Elder’s Council which is comprised of two elders from each of the communities. The
Elder’s Council meets quarterly to provide input into community needs and Society programming. TCHSS is
accredited as a healthcare service provider against the national standards through Accreditation Canada. In
its most recent report on the Society, Accreditation Canada awarded Three Corners with Exemplary Standing
– meaning that it has “attained the highest level of performance, achieving excellence in meeting the
requirements of accreditation program.”

Management Structure of the Society
The Executive Director is responsible for the successful leadership and overall management of the health
programs according to the organization’s vision, mission, goals and strategic direction set by the governing
body. The Executive Director is responsible for the efficient management of all health programs and
departments, setting goals, measuring the achievement of the organization’s objectives, and overseeing the
general management of the Society’s financial affairs. The Executive Director is expected to be a positive role
model for the organization focusing on building effective working relationships with employees, community
groups, funding agencies and other external contacts, requiring excellent communication and management
skills. Below the Executive Director are a number of leaders within the organization who ensure each team
and program are functioning successfully and meeting our quality standards that maintain our accreditation.

Foundations for the Society
Vision:
Working together toward optimal health and wellness for and with our Secwépemc communities
Mission
To holistically address the Health care needs of our Secwépemc community members by incorporating
traditional and contemporary practices
Ne kellkin’kestn Health Services Society
Xwuxweyt wellen wi7kt, es elksentem re wellen wi7kt ell re q’wellqelmucw-kt es le7 k swe7ec kt. Ne
xwuxweyulecwem te tmicw-kt es elkesentem re spetne7awsem-kt.
Te Swe7wikem, Te Srelralts, Kitstmens
Values
RESPECT

We respect our communities, members and ourselves. We value the individuality of
each person and their right to make their own choices.

CULTURE

We respect the culture, language and traditional knowledge of the communities
through caring, sharing, appreciation and awareness.

COMMUNITY

We engage the community, listen attentively and work together to continually
improve our services

ACCOUNTABILITY

We act with honour and integrity

Historical Timeline
The timeline below shows the key milestones in the development of the communities and the Society
through the Health Transfer and accreditation processes, leading to the publication of this Community
Health and Wellness Plan 2019 – 2029.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Organization Chart
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Alignment with UNDRIP and the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action
TCHSS recognizes that community-driven health planning is consistent with the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, especially two articles:
Article 23: Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and
develop priorities and strategies for exercising their right to
development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to
be involved in actively developing and determining health,
housing and other economic and social programmes affecting
them and, as far as possible, to administer such programmes
through their own institutions.
Article 24: 1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional
medicines and to maintain their health practices, including the
conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals.
Indigenous individuals also have the right to access, without any
discrimination, to all social and health services. 2. Indigenous
individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of physical and mental health…

To demonstrate Article 23, TCHSS ensured that community health surveys were conducted in each
community so that all residents could identify their own priorities and contribute to the health and wellness
plan. These have been captured in the planning process to determine priorities for the plan and budget. The
fact that the three communities also willingly chose to establish TCHSS to coordinate and provide some
services for all three communities is also a demonstration of their right to administer programs through their
own institutions.
To demonstrate Article 24, TCHSS explored in depth the desire by the communities to incorporate traditional
medicines and practices and a specific section has been incorporated into the plan to reflect this. In addition,
TCHSS also published the Secwépemc Traditional Medicines report in 2018.
TCHSS recognizes and endorses the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada Calls to Action,
especially those that are specific to health (numbered
18-24):
TRC: RELEVANT CALLS TO ACTION ON HEALTH

TCHSS RESPONSE

18. We call upon the federal, provincial, territorial,
and Aboriginal governments to acknowledge that
the current state of Aboriginal health in Canada is a
direct result of previous Canadian government
policies, including residential schools, and to
recognize and implement the health-care rights of

§

Entering into Contribution Agreements with
the FNHA (who assumed administrative control
of funding agreements with First Nations in BC
from Health Canada) is one indicator of the
Canadian Government (via FNHA) ‘recognizing
and implementing the health-care rights of
Aboriginal people’

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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TRC: RELEVANT CALLS TO ACTION ON HEALTH

TCHSS RESPONSE

Aboriginal people as identified in international law,
constitutional law, and under the Treaties.
19. We call upon the federal government, in
consultation with Aboriginal peoples, to establish
measurable goals to identify and close the gaps in
health outcomes between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal communities, and to publish annual
progress reports and assess long-term trends….

§

TCHSS contributes data to the FNHA who work
with the Province to publish the Provincial
Health Officer’s Report on the Health of
Aboriginal People in BC every 5 years

20. In order to address the jurisdictional disputes
concerning Aboriginal people who do not reside on
reserves, we call upon the federal government to
recognize, respect, and address the distinct health
needs of the Métis, Inuit, and off-reserve Aboriginal
peoples.

§

The BC Government addresses the needs of offreserve/ urban Aboriginal people through the
provincial Health Authorities
Interior Health Authority works with TCHSS and
the Secwepemc communities to ensure the
services they provide are culturally safe for all
community members through Partnership
Accords and commitments to Cultural Safety

21. We call upon the federal government to provide
sustainable funding for existing and new Aboriginal
healing centres to address the physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual harms caused by
residential schools….

§

22. We call upon those who can effect change
within the Canadian health-care system to
recognize the value of Aboriginal healing practices
and use them in the treatment of Aboriginal
patients in collaboration with Aboriginal healers
and Elders where requested by Aboriginal patients.

§

Incorporating and recognizing Traditional
healing practices and healers is strongly
supported by our community members (see
survey results) who have provided many ideas
about how this can be done to (a) help address
trauma in our community and families and (b)
to support resiliency and protective factors in
our communities through cultural teachings

23. We call upon all levels of government to:

§

TCHSS employs a number of Aboriginal (and
non-Aboriginal) health professionals and
providers in our organization – and we aspire to
employ even more in the future as we expand
and grow
We are aware that IHA is working to rollout its
cultural safety program for all employees of IHA

§

§

i. Increase the number of Aboriginal professionals
working in the health-care field.
ii. Ensure the retention of Aboriginal health-care
providers in Aboriginal communities.

§

Capital funds have been invested in new health
and wellness facilities in all communities served
by TCHSS (see our timeline for milestones of
grand openings)
TCHSS will be advocating for a retreat center for
healing from trauma and loss, as suggested by a
large number of our community members

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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TRC: RELEVANT CALLS TO ACTION ON HEALTH

TCHSS RESPONSE

iii. Provide cultural competency training for all
health-care professionals.

24. We call upon medical and nursing schools in
Canada to require all students to take a course
dealing with Aboriginal health issues, including the
history and legacy of residential schools, the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, and
Indigenous teachings and practices. This will
require skills-based training in intercultural
competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and
anti-racism.

to ensure their health professionals have
competency training. TCHSS and our
communities support this work occurring on an
ongoing basis
§

TCHSS and the communities already contribute
knowledge and wisdom in several learning
environments including with placements, as
well as with our influence at IHA Williams Lake
Hospital
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HEALTH OF OUR COMMUNITIES
Context: Factors that Affect Our Health
Determinants of Health
Aside from healthcare and wellness programs, there are many factors that determine people’s health. These
determinants include:
§

Land, water, air and environment;

§

Housing and community spaces;

§

Social support networks;

§

Personal health practices and coping skills;

§

Biology and gender;

§

Early childhood development;

§

Lifelong learning;

§

Income and employment.

All these factors impact the health of individuals, families and communities. Healthcare services, such as those
provided by Three Corners, are crucial resources. Wellness programs and cultural reconnection opportunities
are vital for prevention and health promotion.

Effects of Residential Schools and Colonization
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission documented the cultural damage of residential schools and other
genocidal programs. The effects on First Nations communities, families and individuals have rippled forward
in time. Many have spoken of how “lateral violence” within communities continues to take a toll.
The generations in this post-residential school era face the challenges of re-learning family roles, relationships,
cultural practices and language. Colonial patterns have continued in many shapes and forms. The Society
continues to take this into consideration ensuring progressive and comprehensive approaches when
developing and providing appropriate resources and services.

Relationship with Our Land, Language, and Culture
Secwépemc people are reconnecting with the land, language, culture, and with each other. The Society
continues to work towards incorporating land-based healing, language, and cultural practices into all aspects
of programming and services, promoting health and wellness through:
§
§
§
§

Individual and group services
Client driven family centred delivery approaches
Interdisciplinary team service delivery
Community driven, culturally specific values and healing practices
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Secwépemc families and communities are increasingly strong and resilient: remembering who we are, and
how to live in a good way5.

Potential Impact of Treaty on Our Healthcare Services
The Northern Secwépemc Nations are currently engaged in negotiating a treaty with BC and Canada. With or
without a treaty, the Nations are transitioning to self-governance. As always, the three First Nations
(Stswecem’c Xgat’tem, T’exelc, Xatśūll) and Three Corners Health will remain committed to delivery of
programs and services. Hank Adams, Treaty Manager for Stswecem’c Xgat’tem and the health portfolio holder
for the Northern Secwepemc te Qelmucw (NStQ), meaning the Shuswap people of the north, Treaty Team:
“The Northern Secwépemc te Qelmucw will be self-governing in the coming years. Our language and our
culture will be at the centre of a holistic new approach to whole community health and wellness. Three
Corners has been on this path for some time. We look forward to working with the frontline staff and learning
from their experiences. And our goal is to support Three Corners and White Feather to ensure their needs are
met in our treaty agreement.”

First Nations Health Governance
As First Nations step into greater self-governance, there is a growing sense of importance in taking
responsibility for creating good conditions for healing and optimal health. Increasingly, Nations feel
empowered to make the case for funding and program investments that are more likely to be effective in
fostering health of their people, families and communities. Canada, BC, and the First Nations Health Nations
Council agreed to form the First Nations Health Authority (FNHA) as part of a 2011 Tripartite Agreement. The
FNHA was officially launched on October 1, 2013.

5

Crooks et al., 2009 [Ref: Seven Sacred Teachings]
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Context for the BC First Nations Health Governance Structure
BC First Nations, the Province of BC, and the Government of Canada all determined that statistically significant
health disparities for First Nations people in BC are no longer acceptable. A New Relationship between the
Tripartite Partners is represented by the signing of the Transformative Change Accord (2005),
the Transformative Change Accord: First Nations Health Plan (2006), the First Nations Health Plan
Memorandum of Understanding (2006), the Tripartite First Nations Health Plan(2007), the Basis for a
Framework Agreement on First Nation Health Governance (2010) and the British Columbia Tripartite
Framework Agreement on First Nation Health Governance (2011).
The signing of the British Columbia Tripartite Framework Agreement on First Nations Health Governance on
October 13, 2011, changed the course of First Nations health in BC with the creation of a new First Nations
Health Governance Structure that will enable First Nations in BC to participate fully in the design and delivery
of these services. Decision-making aimed to be brought closer to home through recognizing and involving First
Nations decision-making and service delivery processes, structures, and institutions at provincial, regional and
local levels. In particular, the Partners aimed to nurture the partnerships between First Nations in all regions
and each provincial Regional Health Authorities.
The British Columbia First Nations Health Governance Structure includes four components:
Ø The First Nations Health Authority (FNHA): responsible for planning, management, service delivery and
funding of health programs, previouslyprovided by Health Canada's First Nations Inuit Health Branch
Pacific Region.
Ø The First Nations Health Council (FNHC): provides political leadership for implementation of Tripartite
commitments and supports health priorities for BC First Nations.
Ø The First Nations Health Directors Association (FNHDA): composed of health directors and managers
working in First Nations communities. Supports education, knowledge transfer, professional development
and best practices for health directors and managers. Acts as a technical advisory body to the FNHC and
the FNHA on research, policy, program planning and design, and the implementation of the Health Plans.
Ø The Tripartite Committee on First Nations Health (TCFNH): the forum for coordinating and aligning
programming and planning efforts between the FNHA, BC Regional and Provincial Health Authorities, the
BC Ministry of Health, and Health Canada Partners.
Seven Directives
Also in 2011, the BC First Nations Perspectives on a New Health Governance Arrangement Consensus Paper
set out the Seven Directives – which have served as core principles ever since:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Community-driven, nation based
Increase First Nations decision-making
Improve services
Foster meaningful collaboration and partnership
Develop human and economic capacity
Be without prejudice to First Nations interests
Function at a high operational standard

This Community Health and Wellness Plan 2019 - 2929 is consistent with, and uplifting of, these seven
principles.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Interior Region First Nations Partnership with Interior Health Authority
The Interior Region Partnership Accord, originally signed in 2012 between the seven Interior region First
Nations and the Interior Health Authority, was a commitment to collaboratively improve Aboriginal health
outcomes and ensure cultural safety across the health system. The seven interior First Nations and Interior
Health renewed their Partnership Accord on June 5, 2019 and extended it through 2024. To celebrate the
renewal, leaders from the Nlaka’pamux, Dãkelh Dené, Secwepemc, Tsilhqot’in, St’at’imc, Ktunaxa and Syilx
Nations attended a signing ceremony, along with the Interior Health board chair as well as the president and
CEO.

Interior Region First Nation, Interior Health and First Nations Health Authority executives renewed their Partnership Accord on June 5,
2019
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Community Voice: Health Survey
Survey Response
The mix of people who participated in the survey, in terms of community membership / residence, age, and
gender, was excellent. Of the 374 people who completed surveys for this Community Health and Wellness
Plan, membership and/or residence in the communities was as follows: Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation
(SXFN), 118; T’exelc, 126; Xatśūll, 116 (Please 14 did not stipulate their community membership / residence).

The age mix was:
•
•
•

10 to 24 years = 76
25 to 39 years = 89
40 to 54 years = 97

•
•
•

55 to 69 years = 77
70 and older = 29
No age given = 6

The gender mix included 195 females, 160 males and 19 participants who did not specify a gender.

Feedback on TCHSS Program and Service Delivery
Survey feedback reveals that community members are highly appreciative of Three Corners Health Services
Society. Participants were asked: “What do you appreciate about existing Three Corners Health programs and
services?” Many simply replied “everything”, “all”, or “convenience”. The most frequent survey responses to
this question were on:
•
•
•
•

Accessible provision of service in the community, “right in our reach”;
Helpful, friendly, responsive staff – “Love the people. They take their time, ask lots of questions.
Genuine concern.”
Cultural / traditional teachings and hands-on programs;
Fun activities;
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•

Getting out, experiencing new things, learning and connecting with people.

Many survey participants identified programs and services they appreciate, especially:
• Medical transportation / costs;
• Nurse practitioner / doctor and nursing services;
• Elders programs / Home and community care;
• Women’s / mothering programs;
• Youth programs and pool passes;
• Healthy living and wellness programs;
• Counselling and mental health / addictions programs;
• Trips, gatherings and meetings.

Access to Health and Wellness Services
Survey evidence suggests that Three Corners services are highly accessible. Participants were asked: “are there
any Three Corners programs or services you could benefit from, but are not accessing?” two thirds of survey
participants (66% - 248 in total) answered “no”. Less than 1 in 5 (19% - 72 in total) answered yes.
(Approximately 15%, 54 in total, did not answer.)
Comments on access to programs and services suggest that:
•

•

Some people would appreciate coordinated, calendar-based information on programs – for example
“Calendar of programs and groups, please” and “too many double bookings. Three Corners and
communities get their calendars to match.”
Some people would like more information on traditional and cultural resources – for example, “more
cultural teachings from elders, I'm not accessing because I was not aware”, and “would be nice to know
if there are any traditional, …spiritual people…”

Barriers to service participation most frequently mentioned were:
•

•

•

Travel – for example, not accessing “Healthy Living Program because no travel available from
community.” Others noted “Exercise activities, no car for me to get to event” and “Not accessing
regularly due to travel from Deep Creek/Soda Creek.”
Work hours – for example, one noted that “cultural and community programs take place during my
work hours.” Others noted “poor timing with my work schedule” and “working most times they hold
programs.”
Awareness of services and who is eligible – for example, people noted “I am not fully aware of who all
can apply for Three Corners programs and services”, “… find more ways to get Three Corners
information to people who do not always hear about them” and “I'm not even aware of what is
available now.”

Suggestions to Enhance Services
Many comments affirmed initiatives and directions already being addressed. The following points summarize
community input on service enhancement.
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PRIORITY SERVICES
DESIRED

STSWECEM’C
XGAT’TEM FIRST
NATION

T’EXELC

XATŚŪLL

TOTAL OUT OF
304

Doctor / Nurse
Practitioner
services (including
after-hour care)

68

69

66

203

Retreat centre for
families to heal
from trauma

60

62

61

196

Dental services

62

58

55

187

Elders Lodge

48

50

65

175

Other priorities identified by the communities were:
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & NUTRITION
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Gym / swim passes
Skiing / canoe, rafting trips
Swimming pool
Exercise and personal trainers in community
Diet and nutrition guided by nutritionist, including setting up meal / eating plans
Weight room
Outdoor sports rink / hockey rink / ice arena / soccer field
Walking track for fitness

CHILDREN AND YOUTH
§
§
§
§

Youth center, Youth activities and camps
Children’s playground
Holistic wellness programs for youth
Healthy living workshops for youth including safe sex, drugs and alcohol use, planning for the future
(budget management, jobs), bullying

MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH
§
§
§
§

Youth addictions programs including Youth camps and trips
Mental health awareness programs
12-step, NA and AA programs
Detox house / unit and Treatment Center

REHABILITATION
§
§

Physiotherapist
Massage therapist

Other suggestions from the three communities are categorized below:
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Programs &
Services

Improve
Geographic &
Information Access

Do more for
specific

•Continue to enhance home and community care.
•Continue to develop healing resources for trauma and addictions.
•Expand primary care.
•Expand dental, hearing and eyesight services.
•Continue to expand traditional medicine and wellness resources.
•Continue to strengthen communication and partnership with communities.

•Continue to address health transportation challenges.
•Continue diversifying communication methods to help inform people about programs, services and
events offered, optimizing digital communication while still using traditional methods.
•Continue to improve access for people with disabilities.
•Continue to offer workshops on themes with strong community interest.

•Expand and develop elders’ services and resources.
•Expand programming for children and youth.
•Continue to engage men in developing programs and services that work for them.
•Continue to address domestic abuse and women’s health.

Population Groups

Increase Health &
Wellness Learning

Promote
Traditional
Wellness and
Healing

•Continue to provide opportunities for learning about mental health and addictions.
•Incorporate culture and traditions learning
•Develop health promotion and related programming
•Provide skill development opportunities

•Continue to work within the area of traditional medicines and support the communities to access
traditional healers.
•Continue to provide opportunities for cultural gatherings and events.
•Support traditional activities.
•Continue to enhance traditional Secwépemc food security.
•Support healing through traditional ways.
•Support the elders to share culture and traditions
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CURRENT SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
Current TCHSS Health Services and Programs
As of 2019, Three Corners provides the following programs and services:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Community Health and Wellness Program (including nursing services)
Family Connections Program
Wellness Through Culture Men’s Program
Healthy Living & Injury Prevention Program
Home and Community Care Program
Medical Transportation Program
Mental Health and Addictions Program
Primary Care Services
Youth Connections Program
eHealth program

The tables below provide descriptions of the current programs.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAM (including Nursing Services)
Goal 1:

To reduce vaccine-preventable disease outbreaks

Context

Immunization and public health services

Objectives

Provide vaccination services and education to the communities and staff according to provincial immunization protocol

Initiatives

§
§
§

Regular immunization clinics in community health centres for all age ranges
Offer flu clinics in each community annually for prevention of influenza
Assist Interior Health Authority with contact tracing of individuals diagnosed with or exposed to vaccine-preventable diseases.

Goal 2:

To reduce the incidence of communicable diseases in community

Context

Education, prevention and testing services for community members related to communicable disease

Objectives

To provide education that encourages safe, healthy behaviours and offer supports, resources and materials to those that are
wanting to undertake safe prevention practices.

Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§

Education offered at various locations and events (schools, health fairs, luncheons, individuals)
Offer testing for HIV, syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia & Hepatitis B and C and other STIs.
Pre and post-test counseling for prenatal clients tested for HIV by their physicians
Provide condoms to community members requesting them, and in public washrooms in community
Offer needle exchange services in community and increase awareness of same
Assist IHA with contact tracing of individuals diagnosed with or exposed to communicable diseases
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COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAM (including Nursing Services)
Goal 3:

Increase community participation in harm reduction programs and activities

Context

Provision and distribution of harm reduction and prevention education and prevention initiatives.

Objectives

Reduced instance overdose and communicable disease transfer in communities

Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§

Group education on prevention strategies for safe drug use
Group education in community schools
Group education sessions on overdose crisis in the province
Group or individual education session on use of Naloxone

§
§

Safer sex

Distribution of harm reduction kits
o Take Home Naloxone
o Safe injection
Supplies

Program Delivery Description
What:

Health promotion and disease prevention: routine immunizations across the life span; communicable disease outbreak
management; tuberculosis screening and support for treatment; testing for STIs (sexually transmitted infections) including Hepatitis
C and HIV.
Pre- and post-natal individual and group sessions; school and youth health teaching; women’s health; referrals; presentations on a
variety of health topics.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAM (including Nursing Services)
By Who:

Community Health Nurse with current CRNBC registration.

For Who:

Community members of all ages.

Where:

Community health stations, Three Corners Society office, schools, and at community event

How:

Partnership with individuals, families and communities to provide services and support to families throughout the lifecycle in the
areas of disease and injury prevention; pre- and post-natal. Working with community staff to identify people who require support;
advocacy with provincial, regional and local healthcare provider
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FAMILY CONNECTIONS PROGRAM

Goal 1:

Increase # of family registered in program

Context:

Provide easy access to culturally sensitive family and support services

Objectives: Support expectant parents and those with young children through early years
Initiatives:

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Cribs for Kids Safety
Baby’s First Year
Home Visits
Life Skills and Parenting workshops
Family Fun Nights
Cultural crafts and games
Traditional Parenting
Cultural teachings

Program Delivery Description
What:

Short and long term (3+ years) support to children and families with focus on those affected by FASD (Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder) and other challenges.

By Who:

Community Support Worker and Home Visitor.

For Who:

Children, expectant mothers, and families.
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Where:

Community health stations, homes, Three Corners Society office, and on the land.

How:

Partnership with individuals, families and communities to provide services and support to families throughout the lifecycle.
Collaborates with pre- and post-natal programs to encourage healthy babies and families.

Why:

To encourage family planning and to support healthy pregnancies; decrease barriers to services; increase parenting skills and foster
family connectedness; rebuild family attachment; increase ability to trust, decrease incidence of child apprehension.

Goal 2:

Encourage Women and Families to reconnect with culture and incorporate cultural practices

Context:

Provide easy access to culturally sensitive family support services

Objectives: Provide venues and incentives promoting cultural awareness, teachings and practices
Initiatives:

§
§
§
§
§

Medicine for the soul
Baby Welcoming Culture Kits
Melamen Days
Graduation Culture Kits
Classroom Traditional Teachings In Schools

Program Delivery Description
What:

Short and long term cultural support and activities to women and families.

By Who:

Traditional / Cultural Workers and Community Support Workers

For Who:

Women and Families.
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Where:

Community health stations, homes, Three Corners Society office, Schools, Community and on the land.

How:

Partnership, support and guidance with women and families to reconnect with culture through the incorporation of cultural and
traditional practices in everyday life.

Why:

To encourage, reconnect and build knowledge amongst women and families with cultural teachings and practices; increase resiliency
and foster family connectedness; rebuild family attachment; and to raise strong future generations for the community.

HEALTHY LIVING & INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAM
Goal 1:

Physical wellness and nutrition.
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HEALTHY LIVING & INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAM
Context

Nutrition and physical activity education and skills development.

Objectives Provide education and skills development opportunities to the community members through a variety of means to assist them in
improving their physical wellness and nutrition.
Decrease the occurrence of chronic disease.
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Be Well Program
Hearts at Work
Cooking/Nutrition classes
Canning Workshops
Gardening Workshops
Dietitian services: group presentations and individual sessions
Physiotherapy services: group presentations and individual sessions
Various group physical activities: run/walk groups, snow shoeing
Individual health coaching sessions

Goal 2:

Reduced tobacco use.

Context

Provision of tobacco education on the dangers of tobacco use and second-hand smoke.

Objectives To provide education on the dangers of tobacco use and second-hand smoke and to offer supports to those that are wanting to quit
smoking.

Initiatives

§
§

Stop smoking challenge
Provision of smoking cessation packages
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HEALTHY LIVING & INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAM

§
§

Education and promotion of existing smoking cessation programs and products
Provision of prevention education to children/you regarding the dangers of smoking

Goal 3:

Reduced Occurrences of Injury

Context

Provision of Injury prevention education and injury prevention initiatives.

Objectives Reduced instance of injury in communities
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§

Falls Prevention Workshops
Physiotherapist presentations
Home safety risk assessments
Provision of home safety equipment
Ongoing awareness and education on a variety of injury topics including river safety, falls risks, sporting injuries, etc.
Provision of ice grips

Program Delivery Description:
What:

Group and individual sessions that include coaching on active living, healthy nutrition, smoking cessation, and injury prevention.
Working in partnership with the dietician and physiotherapist.

By Who

Healthcare professional with a background in active living / nutrition

For Who:

Children, youth and elders; other individuals working toward improved physical activity and nutrition
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HEALTHY LIVING & INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAM
Where:

Three Corners Health Services Society, community health stations, gyms, and outdoor recreation locations.

How:

Working with individuals and community health staff to identify what people are looking for in healthy living. Encouraging community
members to challenge themselves.
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MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Goal 1:

Support timely access to health care services.

Context

Ensure timely provision of travel assistance/arrangements.

Objectives Improve the health status of those receiving travel assistance
Initiatives

§
§
§

Maintain vendor accounts in various locations
Ensure staff are adequately trained to provide delivery of benefits
Ensuring timely submission of benefit exceptions and receipt of responses to and from FNHA.

Goal 2:

Delivery of quality services.

Context

Ensure consistent delivery of MT benefits within a friendly environment.

Objectives Consistent delivery of quality services.
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§

Timely follow-up with clients, vendors, health care providers
Advocacy for clients
Consistent application of MT policy in the administration of benefits
Ensuring clients are informed of benefits available through the program.
Friendly empathetic assistance
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MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Program Delivery Description:
What:

Travel assistance to access specialist services not available locally

By Who:

Medical Transportation Receptionist.

For Who:

Status First Nations individuals living on-reserve in the communities of Sugar Cane, Soda Creek, Canoe Creek, and Dog Creek, as well as,
off-reserve living within Williams Lake, south of Quesnel, east as far as Horsefly, north of 100 Mile House, and west as far as Hanceville

Where:

Three Corners Health Services Society

How:

One to one service
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MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
Goal 1:

Decrease incidence of substance misuse in the communities

Context

Provide easy access to culturally sensitive addictions and mental health services.

Objectives Increase the health and wellness of individuals and families in communities
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Timely intake, assessments, counselling, support, intervention, pre and post treatment planning, aftercare and referrals
Continuity of care
Pre-Treatment & Aftercare Planning attendance initiatives
Client/family driven service approaches
Lunch ‘n Learns
Elder’s Recognitions Awards
Summer Splash and Health Fair
Healthy & Happy Holiday Campaign
Mental Health Conference
FASD Conference
Addiction Forum
River Rafting, Games Nights, Men’s Group, Golfing, Hunting Camp

Goal 2:

Enhance community engagement

Context

Ensure program development is community driven

Objectives Consistent delivery of quality services.
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MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Identify and eliminate potential barriers to services
Base program services and community events/activities on assessed community needs and feedback
Ensure staff are competent, skilled, culturally knowledgeable, and adequately trained
Promote services through marketing initiatives
Prevention campaigns
Crisis Response training
FASD training
Mental Health First Aid
Suicide Intervention & Prevention Training
Mental Health Week Campaign

Program Delivery Description:
What:

Culturally appropriate mental health and addictions assessments, early intervention, prevention, education, counselling (individual,
group, couples, family), alternative therapies (Reiki, reflexology, art and play therapy) crisis response, critical incident stress debriefing,
support, advocacy, accompanied referrals and follow-up, pre-treatment planning, and aftercare, workshops, prevention and awareness
events and activities.

By Who

Mental Health & Addictions Clinician, Counsellors, Community Support Workers, and Men’s Cultural Worker.

For Who

Youth, adults, couples, and families of all three communities.

Where:

On the land, community health stations, Three Corners Society office, or wherever works best for those accessing services
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MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
How:

§
§
§
§

Development of client driven, strength-based treatment plans

§

Education and awareness campaigns, activities, and events.

Community driven, culturally appropriate programming
Integrated case management
Pre-treatment planning – connecting people with resources/supports and developing a comprehensive aftercare plan prior to
leaving for residential treatment and follow-up support to help prevent relapse
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PRIMARY CARE SERVICE
Goal 1:

Increase access to primary care services to provide preventive health and treatment services for illness (including
prescriptions)

Context

Effective access to primary care is known to reduce emergency room and hospital admissions

Objectives Reduce geographic barriers to primary care and increase to treatment and medication services
Initiatives

§
§
§
§

Diagnostic tests
Prescribe medications
Make referrals to specialist treatment or assessment
Monitor chronic conditions

Program Delivery Description:
What:

Medical and clinical assessment, diagnosis, treatment and monitoring

By Who:

Interior Health: Nurse Practitioner

For Who:

All community members – particularly those with chronic conditions

Where:

Weekly in the communities of Stswecem’c Xgat’tem, Soda Creek, Sugar Cane, Canim Lake, and Eskétemc

How:

Weekly services on a rotating schedule
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YOUTH CONNECTIONS PROGRAM
Goal 1:

Increase intervention, prevention and awareness initiatives for youth ages 13 to 19

Context

Support youth to transition through life challenges

Objectives Increase the # of youth accessing services
Initiatives

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

In-school 1:1 mentoring
Youth Forum
Girl’s Group
Beauty from the Inside Out
After School Program
World Youth Day
Family Fun Nights
Pro-D Day Activities
Girl’s Retreat
Pond fishing, swimming, golfing, go-carting
Back to School Campaign

Program Delivery Description:
What:

Culturally friendly services to support youth as they transition through school and the lifecycle. Assistance to navigate existing youth
resources, substance misuse mental health, healthy relationships, sexual health, and gang prevention.

By Who:

Youth Coordinator
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YOUTH CONNECTIONS PROGRAM
For Who:

Youth - primarily aged 11 – 18.

Where:

Community health stations, Three Corners Society office, schools in the communities, on the land, and in greater Williams Lake.

How:

Mentors program participants and works closely with counsellors who provide art therapy, play therapy, and other modalities.
Partners with Education Coordinators and teachers, Family Connections and the Healthy Living programs to build trust, continuity of
care, and rapport while identifying and addressing participant needs. Education and awareness through youth groups, activities,
retreats, and events.

EHEALTH PROGRAM
Goal 1:

Increase access to health care services.

Context

Utilize technology to increase access to medical and health professionals ‘virtually’ to save travel and time costs

Objectives Timely follow-up
Initiatives

§

Goal 2:

Increase client safety.

Context

Ensure relevant health information to accessible.

EMRs and Telehealth equipment/software

Objectives Ensure relevant health information is accessible to all heath care providers.
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EHEALTH PROGRAM
Initiatives

§
§
§

Mustimuhw and Meditech
Telehealth equipment/software
Patient portal

Goal 3:

Reduce transportation barriers.

Context

Increased access.

Objectives Provide access to health care providers via telehealth when feasible.
Initiatives

§
§
§
§

Provision of telehealth equipment.
Provision of internet connection to support requirements.
Health care provider recruitment and retention.
Promotion of availability of technology to support community member engagement.

Program Delivery Description:
What:

Information and communication technologies to improve health and wellness.

By Who:

All staff and relevant partners

For Who:

Community members and Society operations.

Where:

Three Corners Health Services Society, Soda Creek Health Station, Dog Creek Health Station.

How:

Service provision using various software applications.
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Current Community-Based Programs
The following table shows a summary of health and wellness services provided directly by the three communities with flow-through funds and
other funding sources:

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation: Current Programs
MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS
What:

Gatherings for elders and youth; community events incorporating all generations; workshops on wellness, resiliency, traditional
medicine gathering and preparation, sweat lodge building project, sports, telehealth for mental health support.

By Who:

Youth/Elder worker, Community Health Representative, Youth Support Worker.

For Who:

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem community members

Where:

To encourage well-being and self-growth, building of relationships and greater connection in tradition, culture and families.

How:

Gatherings for elders and youth; community events incorporating all generations; workshops on wellness, resiliency, traditional
medicine gathering and preparation, sweat lodge building project, sports, telehealth for mental health support.

HEALTHY LIVING AND WELLNESS
What:

Right to Play program, drop in ball hockey/lacrosse, summer baseball program, Good Food Box program, pre/post-natal programming,
food sustainability workshops, school and lunch programs (two schools), injury prevention program, telehealth (medical consultations);
Be Well Workshops, Diabetes Workshops/conferences.

By Who:

Community Health Representative, Youth/Elder worker, Social Development staff – working with TCHSS staff as required.

For Who:

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem community members – some programs focused on specific age groups.

Where:

To promote active and healthy lifestyles and an increase in healthy choice-making. To encourage living “in a good way”.

How:

Right to Play program, drop in ball hockey/lacrosse, summer baseball program, Good Food Box program, pre/post-natal programming,
food sustainability workshops, school and lunch programs (two schools), injury prevention program, telehealth (medical consultations);
Be Well Workshops, Diabetes Workshops/conferences.
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Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation: Current Programs
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM (RIGHT TO PLAY)
What:

Traditional/cultural activities; inclusive sports activities; arts and crafts; homework help; exploration and field trips; menu planning and
meal production; life skills workshops.

By Who:

Youth/elder worker, support from TCHSS staff when required.

For Who:

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem children and youth.

Where:

To promote an engaged, active and healthy lifestyle through interest-based and inclusive learning opportunities.

MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
What:

Medical transportation trips (2/month); family support trips (2/month); local medical transportation assistance.

By Who:

Medical Transportation Clerk/Receptionist, On-call Driver, various staff as required.

For Who:

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem community members.

Where:

To improve access to healthcare.

SOCIAL SUPPORT, PREVENTION AND REFERRALS
What:

Individual counselling sessions, healing circles, parenting workshops, referrals/support for A&D treatment, court assistance.

By Who

Mental Health Clinician (TCHSS), Family Counsellor (TCHSS), Social Development Manager, Health Manager, Community Support
worker.

For Who

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem community members.

Where:

To help navigate through various services and programs, access counselling on-site, and be engaged in a forward healing journey with
the community.
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Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation: Current Programs
HEAD START – DAYCARE
What:

Daycare programming, traditional and cultural activities/ programming, breakfast and lunch program, field trips, daily walks/outdoor
experiences, safety presentations, dental presentations/checkups, outreach programming, parenting workshops/events.

By Who

Head Start Coordinator, Head Start Assistant, Community Health Representative, Wellness Outreach Worker (TCHSS).

For Who

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem children, aged 0-6 and their families.

Where:

To promote healthy nutrition and activity in our youth and their families; to offer support to families in providing a safe and healthy
environment for their children and to encourage learning through interest-based, child-focused activities.

ELDER SUPPORT SERVICES
What:

Weekly homemaking services; home visits; group activities and outings.

By Who

Youth/Elder Worker, other staff as required.

For Who

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem Elders.

Where:

To expand elders’ social circles, build relationships and share experiences.
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T’exelc First Nation: Current Programs
CIRCLE OF STRENGTH: MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
What:

To form a community Circle of Strength (COS) that will design an inclusive, integrated ad accessible community service system that
places children at the centre, appreciates their unique potential, is responsive to families and promotes positive outcomes for children.

By Who

T’exelc Chief & Council Representative, Chief Administrative Officer, Senior Social Development Manager, Senior Education Manager,
Housing Manager, TCHSS Representative, Knucwentwecw Society Social Worker and any other representative accepted by the
committee.

For Who

T’exelc band members and community members of all ages.

Where:

To ensure that our children have the right to equal opportunity, high quality, meaningful childhood experiences that reflect the culture,
language and heritage, are taught in the community and support engagement in life-long learning and healthy development.

How:

To form a community Circle of Strength (COS) that will design an inclusive, integrated ad accessible community service system that
places children at the centre, appreciates their unique potential, is responsive to families and promotes positive outcomes for children.

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM (RIGHT TO PLAY)
What:

Traditional/cultural activities; inclusive sport activities; arts and craft activities; exploration and field trips.

By Who

Right to Play Community Mentor, Youth Workers and Recreation Supervisor.

For Who

T’exelc school-aged community children and youth and T’exelc Community School Students.

Where:

To promote an engaged lifestyle, through interest-based and inclusive learning opportunities.

COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE (CHR)
What:

Liaising between patients, families, the community and health care providers to help patients and families understand their conditions
and treatment - and to help with accessing appropriate care and services.

By Who

Community Health Representative from (or familiar to) the community they serve.

For Who

Community members of all ages.

Where:

Improved access to health services offered in community.
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T’exelc First Nation: Current Programs
HEAD START – DAYCARE
What:

Daycare programming, traditional and cultural activities/ programming, breakfast and lunch program, field trips, daily walks/outdoor
experiences, safety presentations, dental presentations/check-ups, outreach programming, parenting workshops/events.

By Who

Head Start Coordinator, Head Start Assistant, Community Health Representative, Wellness Outreach Worker (TCHSS).

For Who

T’exelc children, aged 0-6 and their families.

Where:

To promote healthy nutrition and activity in our youth and their families; to offer support to families in providing a safe and healthy
environment for their children and to encourage learning through interest-based, child-focused activities.

ELDER SUPPORT SERVICES
What:

Elder recognition dinners, on-the land activities, melamen (medicine) sessions, and debriefing as needed/ requested.

By Who

Counsellors (TCHSS), Community Health Representative, Children and Families Band Representative.

For Who

T’exelc community members.

Where:

To strengthen Elders access to health care and counselling, continue to build ties with community to promote Elders’ linguistic and
cultural health and healing practices.
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Xatśūll First Nation: Current Programs
MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH
What:

Lunch and Learns on mental health and wellness; weekly community, family, youth, children and elders’ events or programming; one
on one counselling supports both clinical and holistic integrative sessions; trauma workshops, crisis response supports; pre- and postnatal programming.

By Who

Support counsellor, Community Health Rep. Health Manager/ Children and Families Band Rep, as well as outside resources.

For Who

Xatśūll community members.

Where:

To support overall health and wellbeing, and to develop self-determination and personal growth.

HEALTHY LIVING
What:

Variety of active living programming; yoga, health and wellness challenges, Community field trips on the land or to health events.
Traditional gathering and cultural activities, crafting nights, sewing nights, ball hockey, hunting camp, sweats.

By Who

Community members, clinicians, Community Health Representative, Community Activities Worker, Health Manager/ Children and
Families Band Representative.

For Who

Xatśūll community members.

Where:

Encourage members to live an active lifestyle, access health services within the community and gather strength to make changes by
being on the land.

MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
What:

Transportation support services for Xatśūll community each Wednesday, medical travel once a week or special needs by request, which
includes driving patients to health appointments at the clinic.

By Who

Community Health Representative, Community Activities Worker, Support Counsellor.

For Who

Xatśūll community members.

Where:

Improve the access to health care services and basic needs for members without transportation.
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Xatśūll First Nation: Current Programs
SOCIAL SERVICES: CHILDREN AND FAMILY SUPPORT
What:

Family client advocacy, mediation support, safety planning, social services, health family connection supports based on community,
group and individual needs, referrals to service.

By Who

Health Coordinator/ Children and Families, Community Support Counsellor, Community Health Rep. and Knucwentwecw Society Social
Workers and Three Corners mental health and wellness staff.

For Who

SCIB community members on and off reserve, involved or at risk of children being in care

Where:

To promote health family, and community connection, assist families through children and families social and health systems, to work
with members. Provide advocacy, prevention supports and referrals, create opportunities for families to participate in healthy family
activities.

CHILDREN AND YOUTH HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS
What:

Traditional/cultural activities; inclusive sports activities; arts and crafts; homework help; exploration and field trips; menu planning and
meal production; life skills workshops.

By Who

Health department program staff and partners.

For Who

Community children and youth.

Where:

To promote an engaged, cultural learning, being on the territory, active and healthy lifestyle through interest-based and inclusive
learning opportunities.

ELDERS ADVOCACY
What:

Home visits; counselling sessions, follow up visits and Crisis Debriefing as needed/ requested.

By Who

Support Counsellors, Community Health Rep, Health Manager/ Children and Families Band Rep.

For Who

Xatśūll community members.

Where:

To expand continuity of care, improve access to services and support elders and families.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLANNING PROCESS
Purpose of Plan
This plan is intended to guide the health and wellness services provided by Three Corners Health Services
Society, Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, T’exelc, and Xatśūll for the next ten years, from 2019 to 2029. This
document also provides evidence to support the negotiation of our Contribution Agreement with the FNHA
for this same period, to support implementation of the plan.

Development of the Plan
We created this plan together – Board and staff utilizing the feedback from the community. Three Corners
used consulting services to develop the plan while also building planning abilities within our organization and
communities. The Board, staff and communities were strongly involved from the beginning of the process.
Participation in creating this ten-year plan included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Facilitated dialogue sessions with the Board and staff;
Facilitated sessions with Chiefs, Council and band managers;
Leadership by a Health Planning Taskforce and the Elders Council;
Training and mentorship of community members serving as Planning Assistants;
Surveys and focus groups with community members;

In addition, several documents were referenced in regard to previous community feedback and data
collection, some of these documents included:
•
•
•
•
•

Society By-Laws (revised 2018)
Annual Reports
Quarterly Board Reports
Program Work Plans
Various program evaluation forms completed
at events

•
•
•

2016 Accreditation Canada Accreditation
Report
Strategic Plan
2013-2014 Society Evaluation completed by
Sa’hetxw Consulting

•

Northern Secwépemc Elder’s Lodge Feasibility
Study
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Strategic Goals
The strategic directions of Three Corners Health Services Society are to uplift the health of our:
§

Individuals

§

Families

§

Communities

§

Organization

Our goals, objectives and indicators for 2019 – 2029 are structured around these strategies. Explanations for
each are provided below:

Healthy
Individuals

Healthy
Families

Healthy
Communities

Healthy
Organization
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Healthy
Individuals
Healthy
Families
Healthy
Communitie
s

Healthy
Organization

Healthy Individuals
GOAL: To increase the health and
wellness of individuals by empowering
them to make informed decisions about
their health and wellbeing

Most healthcare services focus on individuals. A basic step is for people to become more aware of what
services are offered. As shown in the community input on this Plan, there is value of ongoing, diversified
communication about available health and wellness programs. For our communities, encouraging people to
take proactive roles in their own health is key. Traditionally we all had personal and family roles in sustaining
health.
It is a priority to increase geographic access to health and wellness services, especially primary care, in the
community. Survey feedback confirms that this is one of the strengths of programming provided by Three
Corners Health Services Society – however community members need more. Opportunities to expand
community-based service delivery will build on this strength. For services that cannot be provided in
community, access to transportation is key. Removing geographic barriers to service continues to be addressed
through the Medical Transportation Assistance Program (First Nations Health Benefit through the First Nations
Health Authority) and community-provided health transportation services, as well as use of tele-health.
Building on the strength of these and addressing remaining barriers will enhance access to healthcare - and
contribute to wellness outcomes.
Healthy
Individuals
Healthy
Families
Healthy
Communiti
es

Healthy
Organizatio
n

Healthy Families
GOAL: To increase the health and
wellness of families and build their
collective capacity toward managing
their own wellness journeys

Keeping elders connected to other generations of their families and maintaining meaningful roles. When long
term care becomes necessary, a community-based, non-institutional setting would be essential. To respond
to this preference for staying at home as long as possible, Three Corners can support home-based care as well
as supporting family members to be informal care providers.
The Society embraces the opportunity to strengthen work with families, encouraging Secwépemc traditions.
Whereas mainstream healthcare focuses mostly on individuals, our people have a proud history of taking care
of each other within extended families.
Addictions are often symptoms of trauma – typically going back multiple generations through colonization,
residential schools, and the Sixties Scoop. Our communities value development of holistic, culturally based
treatment options which support healing of families.
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In addition, there is a desire to continue work to enhance the effectiveness of services designed for individuals
and families who are recovering from trauma and addictions.
The Society recognizes that cultural wellness is vital. Programming efforts support the cultural, social,
emotional and physical wellbeing. Strengthening family wellness can be supported through Secwépemc
culture and language.

Healthy
Individuals
Healthy
Families
Healthy
Communiti
es

Healthy Communities
GOAL: To create and provide a safe
environment of care and healing in all
communities

Healthy
Organizatio
n

Building community is a recognized strength of existing Society programming. This happens through diverse
event celebrations, retreats, trainings and conferences and other community-driven learning opportunities.
Bringing different families together can have a powerful healing effect, allowing the connectivity of community
to naturally heal and regenerate.

Healthy
Individuals
Healthy
Families
Healthy
Communities

Healthy
Organization

Healthy Organization
GOAL: To ensure a professional and
high- quality health organization that
can be relied upon to provide safe,
effective and culturally safe services and
programs in our communities

Quality staff are one of our most important assets. A priority is to strengthen the Society’s human resources
plan so support frontline staff, management staff and community. As programming continues to grow and
evolve, access to effective training will be vital for all levels of the organization. As of 2018, the Society has
initiated a process to clarify staff roles, opportunities for team building, cross-department collaboration, and
updating policy. Along with those activities, the evolving operational structure will continue to be updated
annually and formalized by the Executive Director.
Some of the priorities for Board development are defining qualifications, recruiting and engaging with
communities. A review of the overall governance model would be helpful by the Board to review annually
during governance training sessions – partly to make sure that it is strongly accountable to the communities.
One of the most significant strategic opportunities is realized through strengthening Society partnerships with
the communities. Strengthened partnership will build on the long-term work that has happened as part of the
10-year health planning. TCHSS continuing to be involved with community programming and events will build
relationships and strengthen health outcomes.
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Objectives, Activities and Indicators 2019 - 2029
GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

INDIVIDUALS

1

To increase the
health and wellness
of individuals by
empowering them
to make informed
decisions about
their health and
wellbeing

Support people to take a
proactive approach in
their health

•
•

•

2

Expand provision of care
in community.

•
•

•

Continue to promote community
awareness of healthcare and wellness
services offered.
Encourage members to take ownership
for knowledge of their healthcare
system and what is required of them in
their own health journey.
Re-establish personal and family roles
for health and wellness, as it was in the
past.

•

Expand primary care services to
provide more NP service time in the
communities
Expand dental services to provide
preventive dental education in
communities as well as dental
assessment, maintenance and
treatment
Expand complementary care and allied
health services

•

•

•
•
•

•

Community members confirm an
increase in knowledge of health and
wellbeing and are able to apply that
knowledge to their self-care (survey
question)
Community members can identify a
health and wellness ‘champion’ within
their circle of family / friends (survey
question)

NP services increase to more hours per
community – and support from a
Medical Office Assistant - by 2020
Children’s Oral Health Initiative (COHI)
program implemented in all 3
communities
Dentist contract in place for each
community by 2020
TCHSS Complementary Health
Practitioners offer services in each
community by 2020 (Naturopath, Reiki,
Acupuncture, Homeopathy etc.)
Speech Language, Physio and
Occupational Therapy available to each
community by 2020
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

3

Enhance access to health
transportation.

•
•
•
•

FAMILIES
To increase the
health and wellness
of families and
build their collective
capacity toward
managing their
own wellness
journeys

4

Continue to develop
services for elders,
enhancing family and
community-based care.

•
•
•

5

6

Continue to support
family growth and
development.

Develop individualized
services and familycentred programs to heal
from trauma and
addictions.

•
•

•

Support improvements of availability of
local transportation
Continue to provide support for people
needing to access to healthcare not
available locally.
Partner in e-health initiatives.
Establish fund for Elders not covered by
Health Benefits (to provide support
where FNHB does not cover transport)
Provide supports for families and
community members to care for elders
in their home.
Expand and support in-home care for
elders.
Continue to expand community
programs for elders.
Provide supports to and community to
revive family roles in caring for each
other
Continue to strengthen continuity of
care and support from pre-treatment
through to extended after care,
involving family members as
appropriate.
Explore the feasibility of creating our
own treatment program, designed to
heal families and rooted in Secwépemc
culture and language.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

# community transports supported (not
covered by FNHB) through designated
transportation fund(s)
# telehealth consultations increases
over next 5 years annually
Value of subsidized transport per
annum

Elder’s Respite Caregiver employed to
provide respite for families – by end
2020
# expanded home support workers /
hours
# new elder’s programs / events
introduced to communities
# families worked with (Family
Connections)
# families supported pre and post
treatment
Feedback from families that TCHSS
services have helped strengthen their
identity, confidence and pathway to
healing (survey question)
Land-based treatment program
introduced that incorporates
Secwepemc culture and language
# participants in land-based program
# of land-based programs run each year
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

•

7

Promote family wellness
through culture and
language.

•
•

Expand options for treatment and
recovery that do not demand total
abstinence from all drugs.

Acknowledge and support traditional
knowledge keepers and teachers within
the family.
Provide opportunities for families to
come together in cultural gatherings on
the land.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

COMMUNITIES
To create and
provide a safe
environment of
care and healing in
all communities

8

Ensure services
incorporate traditional
wellness practices.

•
•
•

Continue to work with the
communities in the area of traditional
wellness.
Continue to support the elders to share
culture and traditions.
Support traditional Secwépemc food
security.

•

•

# harm reduction events conducted for
community members
# peer support groups and participants
Feedback from participants in programs
and events is positive
Traditional knowledge-keepers are
identified in families within each
community and are part of a formal
network (# recorded)
Knowledge-keepers meet at least 3x per
annum to develop means for continuity
and succession-planning - and feedback
is shared with all communities
Knowledge-keepers celebration is held
to honor their contributions to
communities
TCHSS supports at least 3 cultural
gatherings per year (1 per community)
TCHSS maintains cultural facilitator /
worker on staff to lead Cultural
Wellness work
Traditional Wellness practices are
documented and brochures produced
to help educate and share teachings
among community members (example
see: https://www.aht.ca/circle-oflife/teachings)
# Elders events that incorporate Elder
teachings as part of presentations
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

•

9

TCHSS: Continue to
engage communities and
bring families together to
improve overall health
and wellness.

Stswecem’c Xgat’tem –
community priorities

•
•

•

•

Continue to develop group-based,
hands-on learning and healing
opportunities, across generations.

•
•

Continue to partner in community
driven events,
Support health-related ceremonies and
community celebrations, for example
to honour people returning from
addictions treatment.

•

Enhance mental wellness and
preventative wellness programs that
link generations.

•

•

•

# Traditional Food security promotional
events and education / promotions
completed
Traditional Food growing, gathering and
processing / preserving event is held in
each community (which provides
hands-on learning)
# community-led events supported by
TCHSS staff
# community-led celebration and
honouring events attended and
supported by TCHSS staff

# mental wellness events conducted in
community and topics / themes
# participants at events

Expand the community health
representative (CHR) supports for each
community One CHR is not sustainable
due to the distance between each
community.

•

Expanded CHR capacity is operating in
community by 2020

Expand local access to primary care and
allied health services, along with the
required facilities and equipment including:
• Expanded health station building
capacity; with a bathing room in each;
• Increased doctor/nurse practitioner
time;

•

Health Building is expanded (or modular
trailer added) by end 2020 to
incorporate additional 6 offices / rooms
for:
o Additional CHR
o Bathing room for Elders and
persons with disability
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

•
•
•

Full dental services on site;
Mobile lab services.
Expand use of telehealth services.

o
o
o
o

T’exelc – community priorities

•

Address health transportation service
gaps to inform regional modifications

•
•
•

Xatśūll – community priorities

Medical clinic
Dental clinic space
Private / confidential
Telehealth room
Other visiting health
professionals (e.g. OT, PT, SLT,
Physio etc.)

Value of additional MT funds available to
the community
# clients supported with FN Health
Benefits Medical Transportation
# clients using telehealth in lieu of inperson consultations

•

Partner in the creation of a melamen
(traditional medicine) sustainability
program

•

Melamen (traditional medicine)
program is fully operational and
sustainable in community

•

Collaborate with the T’exelc Ranch and
Three Corners Health to build
traditional foods and nutrition
programming

•

TCHSS and all three communities
develop a collective “Food Security”
program led by a nutritionist and local
Knowledge-Keeper that is operational
and sustainable in all communities by
2021

•

Advocate for improved access and
quality of care throughout service
systems for the best interest of the
membership – including partnership
with TCHSS

•

# events involving collaborations
between TCHSS staff and Xatśūll staff
Feedback from Xatśūll community
members on quality of services from
Xatśūll, TCHSS and IHA (survey or
interview questions)

•
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

•

Increase supports for transportation to
access health services locally

•
•
•

ORGANIZATION
To ensure a
professional and
high- quality health
organization that
can be relied upon
to provide safe,
effective and
culturally safe
services and
programs in our
communities

10 Continue to develop staff
resources.

•
•
•
•

11 Continue to clarify roles
of staff and develop
organizational structure.

•
•

Strengthen our human resources plan.
Continue to support access to
professional development
opportunities.
Engage in team building events and
exercises.
Review and revise policy to align with,
and to improve upon, current
practices.

•

Update the operational structure.
Review the Society governance model
and ensure accountability to
communities.

•

•
•
•

•

12 Engage in Board
development and
succession planning.

•

Continue to support communities in
their recruitment and selection of
Board members by promoting
awareness.

•
•

Value of additional MT funds available
to the community
# clients supported with FN Health
Benefits Medical Transportation
# clients using telehealth in lieu of inperson consultations
TCHSS Human Resources Plan reviewed
by March 2020 including current
capacity, training needs and planned
new capacity
# hours of professional development
per staff member per year
# team building events conducted and
levels of attendance annually
All HR policies refreshed by end 2020
Review governance model with
representatives and each Chief and
Council including accountability and
reporting processes and forms – by end
2020
Refresh governance policies and
processes and implement agreed
changes by end 2020
Governance Info Sheets (roles,
responsibilities) distributed to all
communities by end 2020
# hours governance training completed
by community representatives annually
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

INDICATORS / MEASURES
(for reporting and evaluation)

13 Strengthen partnerships
with communities.

•
•

Continue collaborating to develop
forward thinking, long-term
approaches to health and healing.
Continue to increase involvement of
the Society in community programs
and events.

•

Skills and competencies of Board
defined (current) and any gaps
identified to inform recruitment (initial
assessment by June 2020)

•

Two strategy sessions held each year
with community representatives to
discuss long term aspirations (following
Caucus / Hub meetings)
# and type of community events in
Williams Lake area where TCHSS is
represented
# new partnerships / collaborations
each year and purpose

•
•
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PARTNERS
Interior Health Authority (IHA)
The Interior Health Nurse Practitioner (NP) provides services weekly in the communities of Stswecem’c
Xgat’tem, Soda Creek, Sugar Cane, Canim Lake, and Eskétemc on a rotating schedule. The NP sees clients for
in clinic primary care visits. The NP can order diagnostic tests, prescribe medications, and provide referrals.
Based upon current access to services, there is a need to increase availability of this service. In addition to the
provision of a Nurse Practitioner, services available from the Interior Health Authority include:
§
§
§
§

Public Health: Vision and hearing screening’ Influenza vaccinations
Hospital: Emergency/urgent/ambulatory care and surgical services
Mental health and addictions: specialist psychiatric care, inpatient and outpatient care
Specialized home and residential care (e.g. Long-Term Care)

First Nations Health Authority (FNHA)
Three Corners Health Services Society has three key relationships with the FNHA which directly and indirectly
support program and service delivery:
1. Environmental Health: The FNHA Environmental Health Officers (EHOs) provide advice, education,
inspections and recommendations to First Nations and their leadership to help them manage public health
risks associated with the environment. They collect data and observations to determine whether a public
health risk exists and determine what steps can be taken to improve conditions. Chief and Council are
responsible for addressing the recommendations provided
2. Dental Health: The FNHA Dental Therapist provides restorative dental treatment services, disease
prevention and oral health programs to maintain and improve oral health. Programs and services vary
depending on a community’s needs
3. Communicable Disease Control: The FNHA Medical Health Officer (MHO) provides a range of specialized
MHO support services with the common goal of preventing, managing and responding to incidents and
epidemics related to Communicable Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention services. The objective of the
MHO’s services is to provide the following Communicable Disease Control and Prevention services:
a) Medical Health Officer (MHO) Leadership and Expertise
b) Immunization
c) Surveillance and Disease Reporting
d) Case Management
e) Outbreak Control

Secwépemc Health Directors Hub/Caucus
The Secwépemc Health Caucus is comprised of 16 bands in the interior and their supporting Health Directors.
Formally implemented in August 2011, the participants have come together to increase or improve the holistic
health status of First Nations members in the Secwépemc Communities in mental, physical, emotional, and
spiritual health.
The purpose of the Secwépemc Health Caucus is to provide informed, united direction to First Nations Health
Governance discussion and negotiations. As well as, to increase communication, collaboration and planning
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for members First Nations Communities as it pertains to Health. The Secwépemc Chiefs carry out the political
health advocacy work and the Secwépemc Health Directors carry out the technical work and support the Chiefs
in their political advocacy work.

Other Important Partners
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Aboriginal Patient Navigators—All Hospitals
BC Center for Disease Control
BC First Nations Panorama Implementation Team
Cariboo Friendship Society
Cariboo Mental Health Association
Child Development Center
Community Head Start Programs
Crisis and Counselling service providers
First Nations Health Directors Association
Gateway
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
Knucwentwecw Society
National Native Alcohol & Drug Addiction
Northern Shuswap Tribal Council
Pregnancy Outreach Program
Sacred Heart Catholic Church
Salvation Army—Food Bank
Thompson Rivers University
Victim Services
Williams Lake Recreation Complex
Women’s Contact Society
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The financial resources are overseen and managed by the Board of Directors, Executive Director and Financial
Manager. Three Corners Health Society is primarily funded by long-term Contribution Agreements with the
First Nations Health Authority, as well as other grants.
Our budget for the next five years is described below based on historical programming and enhancements
described in this Plan to meet the identified needs of community members:
§

§
§

§
§

§
§

The voice of our community and expectations around accelerating pathways to wellness with more
cultural events, traditional healers and cultural workers, more services for the Elderly, a greater focus on
upholding the youth and strengthening self-care and knowledge of health (thus increasing the need for
more youth-specific health education in the community). More funds are sought for ‘Building Healthy
Communities’ and in particular for flow-through to the three communities to provide some of these
programs locally;
Expansion of our building space to cater for increased staff and clients;
Expansion of our Primary Care services to communities to serve all three more regularly (and therefore
see more patients/community members) through additional GP / NP services supported by the MOA.
Currently the Doctor only comes once a month and the NP visits communities one day per week. This is
insufficient to meet the needs of our community, so funds are sought to increase GP and NP time in our
communities;
Expansion of our Mental Wellness and Substance Use team to provide culture and land-based healing
programs, especially for families and youth;
Greater demands for nutritionist support for Elders and families. We also have a desire for the nutritionist
to lead a Food Security program across all communities that includes growing, gathering, harvesting and
processing / preserving food for our communities;
A continued demand for Alternative / Complementary practitioners and Traditional healing with all areas
of our work to contribute to our pathway to wellness;
A continued demand for Health Benefits (Transportation) support and advocacy by community members
thereby requiring additional transportation funds.
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SPECIFIC FUNDING INCREASE REQUESTS BY PROGRAM AREA ARE AS FOLLOWS:
HEALTHY CHILD DEVELOPMENT: Increase from $307,152 annually to $425,000
• New ‘Children’s Oral Health Initiative (COHI)’ program funding $65,000 to employ a dental therapist or oral
health educator (NOTE: We will be submitting a separate Business Case for a full dental program and
associated equipment, as the current FNHA dental therapy service is insufficient to meet our community’s
needs)
• Additional ‘Canada Prenatal Nutrition Program (CPNP)’ funds of $32,493 p.a. for our tri-community Food
Security program (part-cost of nutritionist and supplies)
MENTAL WELLNESS AND SUBSTANCE USE: Increase from $504,713 annually to $857,943
• Additional ‘Building Healthy Communities: Mental Health’ funds of $122,050 for cultural events and landbased healing programs
• New ‘Youth Suicide Prevention’ Hope Help and Healing funds of $170,000 to appoint HHH Coordinator to
work across the three communities and run resiliency-focused cultural programs. Note we have never had
HHH funding unlike other Nations across the Province
• Increases in ‘Brighter Futures Initiative’ (BFI) funding of $61,180 to support Trauma and Healing retreats
with families
HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE: Increase from $298,518 annually to $335,000
• Additional ‘Home and Community Care Set’ funding of $36,842 for additional home support hours, and
rehabilitative specialists (Physio, Occupational Therapy, Speech Language Therapy, Physical Therapy)
HEALTH BENEFITS ADVOCACY AND HEALTH PROMOTION (CHR): Increase from $742,964 annually to
$952,000
• Additional ‘Community Health Promotion and Injury Prevention’ funding of $108,916 for additional CHR
capacity across the three communities, Nutritionist time (part, to complement CPNP share, to focus on
healthy nutrition)
• Additional ‘Aboriginal Diabetes Initiative’ (ADI) funding of $31,160 for Nutritionist (part, to complement
other shares) to lead Food Security program and support Home Care clients (particularly Elderly) with
nutritional advice
• Additional ‘First Nations Health Benefits: Medical Transportation – Direct funding and ‘management’
funding of $88,845 to cover the ever-increasing cost of patient travel, especially for our Elders
NURSING & PRIMARY CARE: Increase from $261,020 annually to $541,500
• Additional funds of $24,084 for Community Health Nursing to provide additional services in our three
communities in response to demand for more services and education in this area
• New funds of $260,000 for GP sessional to increase primary care services in response to community demand,
including NP appointments and follow up work on test requisitions, patient prescriptions etc., based on
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expanded Doctor and NP hours in all communities, as well as Alternative / Complementary practitioner
services
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION: Increase from $1,057,378 annually to $1,241,000
• Additional ‘Health Planning and Management (HPM)’ for staff pay increases, CPP, EI and additional training
• Additional ‘Accreditation’ funds of $36,000 to support a Quality Manager position to maintain our
accreditation; to support quality systems implementation at all Health Stations, and to support regional health
and wellness planning
• Additional ‘E-health’ funding of $14,446 to support maintenance of EMRs and service agreements, and
expansion and maintenance of telehealth across communities
• Increase ‘Capital O&M’ budget of $50,054 due to planned building expansion, and expansions in
communities to cater for (more regular) visiting health practitioners
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THREE CORNERS HEALTH SERVICES SOCIETY: HEALTH PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
BUDGET PROJECTIONS REVENUE ONLY

2019-2020
current

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024 - 2025

PROGRAM INCOME
HEALTHY CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) - Family Connections
Canada Prenatal Nutrition Program (CPNP)
Children's Oral Health Initiative (COHI)
HEALTHY CHILD DEVELOPMENT TOTAL

$274,645
$32,507
$0
$307,152

$275,000
$65,000
$85,000
$425,000

$275,000
$65,000
$85,000
$425,000

$275,000
$65,000
$85,000
$425,000

$275,000
$65,000
$85,000
$425,000

$275,000
$65,000
$85,000
$425,000

$107,950
$22,943
$210,000
$0

$230,000
$22,943
$210,000
$170,000

$230,000
$22,943
$210,000
$170,000

$230,000
$22,943
$210,000
$170,000

$230,000
$22,943
$210,000
$170,000

$230,000
$22,943
$210,000
$170,000

$163,820
$504,713

$225,000
$857,943

$225,000
$857,943

$225,000
$857,943

$225,000
$857,943

$225,000
$857,943

$298,518
$298,518

$335,000
$335,000

$335,000
$335,000

$335,000
$335,000

$335,000
$335,000

$335,000
$335,000

$130,916
$193,840
$271,155
$50,000
$97,053

$220,000
$225,000
$350,000
$60,000
$97,000

$220,000
$225,000
$350,000
$60,000
$97,000

$220,000
$225,000
$350,000
$60,000
$97,000

$220,000
$225,000
$350,000
$60,000
$97,000

$220,000
$225,000
$350,000
$60,000
$97,000

$742,964

$952,000

$952,000

$952,000

$952,000

$952,000

$229,516

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$21,604
$0

$21,600
$260,000

$21,600
$260,000

$21,600
$260,000

$21,600
$260,000

$21,600
$260,000

COMMUNITY WELLNESS (MENTAL HEALTH & SUBSTANCE USE)
Building Healthy Communities (BHC): Mental Health Crisis Management
Building Healthy Communities/Solvent Abuse Program (BHC/SAP)
National Native Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program (NNADAP)
National Youth Suicide Prevention Program (Hope Help & Healing)
Brighter Futures Initiative (BFI)
MENTAL WELLNESS TOTAL

HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE
Home and Community Care - Ongoing - SET
HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE TOTAL

HEALTH BENEFITS, ADVOCACY & HEALTH PROMOTION
Community Health Promotion and Injury/Illness Prevention (CHPI/IP) CHR
Aboriginal Diabetes Initiative (ADI)
First Nations Health Benefits: Medical Transportation (FNHB/MT) - Direct
First Nations Health Benefits: Medical Transportation (FNHB/MT) - Mgt
Environmental Public Health: Drinking Water Safety Program (EPH/DWSP)
HEALTH BENEFITS, ADVOCACY & HEALTH PROMOTION TOTAL

PRIMARY CARE
Community Health Nursing
Community Health Nursing - Clerk
Primary Care: Expand coverage: GP sessionals
Healthy Medication Use
PRIMARY CARE TOTAL

$9,900

$9,900

$9,900

$9,900

$9,900

$9,900

$261,020

$541,500

$541,500

$541,500

$541,500

$541,500

INTEGRATED SUPPORT (Management, Admin, Data, Reception)
Health Planning and Management(HPM)
Accreditation - Quality (excludes one time $7521)
E Health and EMRs
Capital facilities operations and maintenance
HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE TOTAL

$735,713
$31,165
$80,554
$209,946

$850,000
$36,000
$95,000
$260,000

$850,000
$36,000
$95,000
$260,000

$850,000
$36,000
$95,000
$260,000

$850,000
$36,000
$95,000
$260,000

$850,000
$36,000
$95,000
$260,000

$1,057,378

$1,241,000

$1,241,000

$1,241,000

$1,241,000

$1,241,000

GRAND TOTAL REVENUES

$3,171,745

$4,352,443

$4,352,443

$4,352,443

$4,352,443

$4,352,443
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FNHA PROGRAM EXPENDITURES

2019-2020

PERSONNEL (Wages, Ben, Pension, MSP, CPP, EI, WCB, Training)
Health Director and Administration Staff
Accreditation costs
E-health costs
Community Mental Wellness and Substance Use programming
Health Benefits Advocacy and Promotion programming (FNHB, ADI, CHR)
Primary Care / Nursing programming
Home and Community Care programming
Child and Family programming

$285,900
$17,833
$34,371
$247,925
$113,550
$275,450
$181,900
$164,924

$1,321,853

PERSONNEL TOTAL

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

$380,000
$0
$0
$350,000
$180,000
$350,000
$190,000

$380,000
$0
$0
$350,000
$180,000
$350,000
$190,000

$380,000
$0
$0
$350,000
$180,000
$350,000
$190,000

$380,000
$0
$0
$350,000
$180,000
$350,000
$190,000

$380,000
$0
$0
$350,000
$180,000
$350,000
$190,000

$190,000

$190,000

$190,000

$190,000

$190,000

$1,640,000

$1,640,000

$1,640,000

$1,640,000

$1,640,000

$465,000
$0
$0
$35,000
$85,000
$15,000
$50,000
$52,000

$465,000
$0
$0
$35,000
$85,000
$15,000
$50,000
$52,000

$465,000
$0
$0
$35,000
$85,000
$15,000
$50,000
$52,000

$465,000
$0
$0
$35,000
$85,000
$15,000
$50,000
$52,000

$465,000
$0
$0
$35,000
$85,000
$15,000
$50,000
$52,000

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS (for operations: Office supply, insurance, phone etc)
Health Director and Administration Staff
Accreditation costs
E-health
Community Mental Wellness and Substance Use programming
Health Benefits Advocacy and Promotion programming (FNHB, ADI, CHR)
Primary Care / Nursing programming
Home and Community Care programming
Child and Family programming

$421,550
$20,853
$17,683
$5,406
$85,632
$13,910
$47,270
$48,428

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL

$660,732

$702,000

$702,000

$702,000

$702,000

$702,000

PROGRAM / ACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS (program costs: supplies, workshops, travel, vehicle)
FNHA Programs
INFRASTRUCTURE: E-Health, Accred'n and other initiatives
PROGRAMS: Healthy Child Development (FASD, CPNP)
PROGRAMS: Community Mental Wellness and Substance Use programming
PROGRAMS: Primary Care / Nursing programming
PROGRAMS: Home and Community Care nursing and H/support
PROGRAMS: Health Benefits Advocacy and Promotion programs
PROGRAM TOTAL

$28,500
$64,934
$71,702
$30,100
$74,837

$45,000
$85,000
$90,000
$45,000
$85,000

$45,000
$85,000
$90,000
$45,000
$85,000

$45,000
$85,000
$90,000
$45,000
$85,000

$45,000
$85,000
$90,000
$45,000
$85,000

$45,000
$85,000
$90,000
$45,000
$85,000

$316,813

$445,000

$445,000

$445,000

$445,000

$445,000

$558,386

$795,000

$795,000

$795,000

$795,000

$795,000

$424,468
$301,747

$485,000
$350,000

$485,000
$350,000

$485,000
$350,000

$485,000
$350,000

$485,000
$350,000

FLOW THROUGH FUNDING TO COMMUNITIES
Stswecem'c Xgat'tem Health - Contribution Funding
Soda Creek / Canoe Creek - Contribution Funding
Williams Lake - Contribution Funding
PROGRAM TOTAL

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
VARIANCE
Not included (separate Cont Agts):
INAC/AANDC/ISC funding for in-Home Care
Joint Project Board funding
Meditech Project

$275,962

$330,000

$330,000

$330,000

$330,000

$330,000

$1,002,177

$1,165,000

$1,165,000

$1,165,000

$1,165,000

$1,165,000

$3,543,148

$4,302,000

-$371,403

$50,443

$4,302,000

$4,302,000

$4,302,000

$4,302,000

$50,443

$50,443

$50,443

$50,443

Covered from prior
year surpluses
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INFORMATION, REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS
TCHSS provides accountability to the community and its members through:
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting to the Board
Preparing Audited financial statements and published Annual Reports
Appeals process for the management of complaints or concerns
Conflict of Interest Policies
Community engagement sessions

TCHSS provides accountability to its funding agencies including FNHA and IHA among others through:
•
•
•
•

Audited financial statements for TCHSS
Community Health and Wellness Plan
Reports to FNHA regarding the flexible programs as per the Contribution Agreement (CBRT and
e-SDRT for instance, JPB reporting)
Accountable administrative systems for the management of Human Resources, Finances, and
Information Systems managed by TCHSS

Client Information Management and Reporting
TCHSS maintains two EMRs:
§
§

Mustimuhw community EMR - for all FNHA programs and Medical Transport
Meditech EMR – for the Clinic patient medical / MSP data

Data collection is currently principally focused on capturing output (e.g. number of events held, numbers
of consultations) as opposed to outcome measures (e.g. increase in knowledge, changes in behaviour),
which has historically been driven by the CBRT reporting framework. TCHSS also is part of the Panorama
initiative and telehealth expansion project.
The Mustimuhw Electronic Health Record and Community Health Information System
TCHSS has maintained the comprehensive computerized electronic health record and community health
information system, Mustimuhw [developed by Cowichan Tribes and especially adapted for First Nations
Health Centers6]. There are several modules that make up Mustimuhw. They are:
•
•
•
•

Central Registry – a database of demographic information, designed to be integrated with the
community’s Membership system where desired (this will help us provide specific data for each
of the communities that we serve, to help each Council with their own community planning);
Client Information – an extension of the Central Registry containing information appropriate to
the health system (Provincial Health Number, etc.);
Encounters – Contributes to a holistic approach to the documentation of care while safeguarding
the confidentiality of specific information;
Charting – on-line charting available to all staff, secured by an access matrix to protect
confidential information from unauthorized staff. There are numerous charting formats designed
to meet and encourage best practices. This charting complements the specific information
recorded in all of the modules listed below.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow-up – automatic bring forward items (such as next assessment due) as well as manual
entries by staff;
Baby Growth Charts – producing the standard provincial graphs for tracking development. The
ability to produce these graphs on-the-spot for parents and the availability of these charts for
parents (for instance to display on refrigerator doors throughout the community) will be a
significant element in involving parents in the care of their children;
Immunizations – designed to assist the CH Nurse in ensuring the appropriate immunizations are
about to be given, as well as recording the completion of the immunization;
Communicable Disease Control – designed to track the information needed by TCHSS communities
and required by FNHA;
Diabetes – this module is a recent addition designed to assess, treat, monitor and follow up
persons with diabetes. TCHSS already has a number of clients with diabetes and this module will
help TCHSS monitor and track the care of these patients;
Home Care – for the scheduling, follow-up and recording of home visits to community members
requiring personal care and homemaking services;
Groups – tracking the content and attendance of diverse groups to our health education and
promotion sessions;
Counselling – designed to assist the counselling staff in tracking the members attending
counselling programs. This will be particularly important for our NADAP and Clinical Counsellors):
Pre-Natal / Post-Partum and Maternal Child – designed to track families and babies before and
after their birth with the goal of improving the health of all children. This module includes
prenatal, postnatal and birth registries;
Infant Development – tracks specific developmental information.
Medical Transportation – Both in-town and out-of-town medical travel in tracked in Mustimuhw
and reports can be regularly submitted to the FNHA;
Flexible Registry Capacity – to track chronic illness, injuries, addictions and other conditions in the
community. TCHSS communities have a number of clients with arthritis, asthma and other chronic
conditions, and this module will help us track these clients to ensure that these conditions are
well-managed by the client, their family and the support staff.

The system allows for a number of service providers within our team to have input and the appropriate
access to information based on the concept that TCHSS wishes to provide holistic care in partnership with
its clients.
Meditech EMR
We operate Meditech EMR for our primary care services with the support of their Helpdesk. Meditech
supports all the necessary functions to run a medical practice/clinic:
•
•
•
•
•

Patient registration for capitation or fee-for-service practices and roster management
Scheduling with highly customizable view of provider groups and individualized booking
preference
Billing also features super-code for smart and simplified billing and third-party billing
Complete electronic charting of all encounters with an up to date Cumulative Patient Profile (CPP)
which provides a 'snapshot view' of important demographics, all active medical problems,
medications, allergies, significant past history, family history and social history
Prescription with drug-drug interaction and renal dosage adjustment decision support, personal
favourites, patient's pharmacy, drug allergy alerts
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real time communication with MyDrugRef, a social network of trusted colleagues whose postings
related to the drugs your patient is taking can be displayed just when you are prescribing these
drugs
Chronic disease management which maximizes revenue generation through monitoring and
alerting of preventative screening and best practice interventions
A sophisticated antenatal care record with antenatal care planner
Disease Registry is provided to support population health analysis
Tabulation of outstanding preventative and intervention practices
All electronic laboratory results from private and Government laboratories will be imported
directly into the EMR
Diagnostic imaging results and consultation notes can be scanned into the EMR where required
Highly customizable automated electronic forms (eForms) can be created for your clinic, by your
own clinic staff
Referral system with patient's important information transferred to the referral letter
automatically
Secure messaging system for communication within the clinic
Secure messaging with patients, transfer of patients' record to patients' Personal Health Record
system
Clinical information resource can be accessed at the point of care
Research tools

Panorama
The Society started working towards implementation of Panorama in December of 2011. In September of
2013, access to Panorama was made available to the Society’s nursing staff. The nursing staff can now
access immunization records of vaccines administered by the health authorities. In addition, the Society
has started the information exchange process between Mustimuhw and Panorama, uploading the
Society’s immunization data to Panorama making it available to the health authorities. Implementation
of Panorama was undertaken to improve client safety and access to information. The Society continues
to participate in semi-monthly teleconferences with the First Nations Panorama Implementation Project
Team to ensure on-going compliance and updates to the Society’s Privacy and Security Policy and
Procedures Manual, as well as, to ensure familiarity with the use of the information stored in Panorama.
First Nations Telehealth Expansion Project (FNTEP)
TCHSS also continues to participate in the FNTEP to improve programs and services not easily accessible
in smaller urban settings. Utilizing the use of communication technologies heath, wellness and
educational services can be accessed remotely through video conferencing and can be used to enhance
clinical sessions. A partnership between the First Nations Health Authority, BC Ministry of Health, and
Canada Health Infoway, the FNTEP is community driven by working closely with FNHSO’s such as TCHSS
to deploy services and ensure that there is ongoing training and support.
Not only will the implementation of such services help reduce travel it will also allow the communities to
access services that may be limited or non-existent currently and ensure that capacity is built at the
community level.
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Privacy, Security and Access to Information Technology
In 2013, the Society adopted and implemented a new Privacy and Security Policy and Procedure Manual
to ensure on-going compliance with privacy legislation. Privacy and Security Awareness training is
provided to staff annually, and during orientation for new employees. Following implementation of the
Privacy and Security Manual, a privacy worker was identified within the Society to assist staff and clients
with privacy concerns.
Access to information stored in both Panorama and Mustimuhw is granted through usernames and
passwords. Access to Mustimuhw is regulated through the Society, while access to Panorama is regulated
through the BC Centre for Disease Control.
The Society has Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) in place for both Mustimuhw and the computer network.
These SLA’s ensure on-going upgrades, training and support are made available on a continuous basis to
meet the security and information management needs of the Society. The challenges of maintaining these
SLAs are the annual expenses associated with service level agreements and the on-going network
upgrades to support current and future information management system requirements. These costs are
included in our budget within this plan.

Client Confidentiality
Confidentiality of patient’s medical information is paramount to TCHSS in order to maintain health
program and personnel credibility. Electronic data is stored in the Mustimuhw EMR and the Meditech
EMR and backed up and only accessible to authorized staff. Each Program area stores any hard copies of
client records in locked filing cabinets, with access limited to designated staff members. Any access to
patient records requires that patients sign a release form authorizing a release of information from their
patient records.
TCHSS has client confidentiality policies and procedures which all staff are educated on. All staff must sign
a Declaration of Confidentiality. This is to ensure confidentiality for community members at all levels of
service. TCHSS governance and employment policies ensure that conflict of interest issues are managed
appropriately by staff. The policies reflect expectation that employees will use common sense and good
judgment about appropriate conduct at work. There is a complaints process in place whereby any person
wishing to make a complaint, whether it be regarding a breach of client confidentiality or any other Health
matter may do so by submitting the matter in writing to the Executive Director or to the Board.

Liabilities and Insurance
TCHSS is fully covered by insurance including liability and assets. This is maintained by the Society’s
Finance Manager.

Reporting to the Community
TCHSS utilizes several processes to ensure that there is strong engagement from the community in all
activities. We report regularly to the community through a variety of mechanisms:
§
§
§
§

Board meetings inclusive of representation from each of the three communities
Community meetings and dinners
One to one home visits with individuals and families by staff
Promotional activities including local media (promotions, posters etc.)
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§
§
§

Financial reporting
Celebration events such as National Aboriginal Day
TCHSS Facebook page

Reporting to the First Nations Health Authority
The Executive Director monitors and coordinates the reporting to the FNHA. Information for these official
reports arises from staff periodic reports to the Executive Director (mostly provided on a monthly basis)
that document activities, how community members participated, what was achieved and opportunities
or barriers that arose during program implementation. Data is also extracted from the EMRs collected by
staff at the client and program level.

Financial Management
The Society’s Finance Manager manages the day to day financial activities with approvals of the Executive
Director including reporting to the Board. The Finance Manager helps to coordinate budgets and annual
audits and managing payroll. The Finance Department uses recognized accounting software for processing
financial transactions. Moveable Assets Reserve funds are held in a separately coded account. The
Department is guided by a set of financial administration policies and align with Canadian Accounting
Standards for non-profit organizations. The Finance Manager is responsible for many important roles,
including:
DAY TO DAY FINANCES
§
§
§
§

Accounts payable and general bookkeeping
Payroll
Financial statements and reporting
Ensuring that financial policies and procedures are followed

COMMUNICATIONS
§
§

Financial Correspondence
Financial presentations with the Executive Director to the Board

RECORD KEEPING
§

Maintaining all financial records in secure areas

FINANCIAL OFFICER SUPPORT
§
§
§
§
§

Budgeting – Providing financial information and analysis
Audits – Coordinating the audit process
Banking and Cash Flow – Bank reconciliations and Accounts receivable collections
Reporting (Internal and External) – Financial information for senior management and external
reports for government agencies
Liaison with the Society’s Auditor

AUDIT
An annual audit is conducted annually each fiscal year of all TCHSS finances. Auditors are chosen through
an open process when required and are appointed by the Board. All audits are required to conform to the
audit requirements of the funding agencies and of the Society.
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MANAGEMENT OF SURPLUSES AND DEFICITS
The Executive Director must obtain permission of the Board to incur a year-over-year deficit in any fiscal
year. Any deficits or surpluses must be reflected in the following year’s budget.
MOVEABLE ASSETS RESERVE FUNDS MANAGEMENT
Moveable Capital expenditures of $10,000 or more require the authorization and approval of the Board.
Capital expenditures under $20,000 require the authorization of the Executive Director and above this by
the Board.

Accredited Organization
TCHSS enters its fourth year as an accredited healthcare service provider against the national standards
through Accreditation Canada. Accreditation is an ongoing process of assessing an organization against
standards to identify what you do well, where you can make improvements, and how to make them
happen. As part of this process, the Board, the Executive Director and supporting team members have
recently undertaken a review of our Quality Improvement Plan which will continue to be a priority over
the coming year. Becoming accredited demonstrates our commitment to:
•
•
•
•

Improving quality and safety
Reducing risk
Increasing efficiency and decreasing costs
Implementing best practices

Risk Management Planning
The Society operates with a risk management plan that is updated on a consistent basis. Areas included
within the plan are:
• Governance
• Human Resources
• Finance
• Health, Safety and Emergencies
• Facility
• Technology
• Transportation

Emergency Management Planning
The Society’s Emergency Management Plan is a living document and continually evolving. The plan steps
include response to both large, and small, scale events. The Emergency Management team structure is
that of the Incident Command System with individual roles identified within the plan.
Community emergency management planning is completed within the communities with the assistance
of partners such as the Interior Health Authority and First Nations Health Authority.
The Society contributes to the communities’ emergency management plans through assistance in healthrelated issues. Such contributions have included health information, medical supplies and equipment,
food security, and transportation assistance. The Emergency Plan is available upon request.
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Pandemic Planning
The Society has developed a Pandemic Plan, and this outlines a planned and coordinated response to a
pandemic outbreak, and includes roles and responsibilities of key individuals before, during and after a
pandemic. The Pandemic Plan covers the three key phases in pandemic control:
§ Pre-pandemic
§ Pandemic, and
§ Post-pandemic.
Components of the pandemic plan are:
§ Emergency response,
§ Vaccine,
§ Antivirals,
§ Clinical health services,
§ Surveillance, and
§ Communication.
The Pandemic Plan is available upon request.

Research
The Society is guided by a research policy and agreement to ensure that research is conducted in such a
manner that is consistent with the OCAP principles:
§

§

§

§

Ownership: Ownership refers to the relationship of First Nations to their cultural knowledge, data,
and information. This principle states that a community or group owns information collectively in the
same way that an individual owns his or her personal information.
Control: The principle of control affirms that First Nations; their communities and representative
bodies are within their rights in seeking to control over all aspects of research and information
management processes that impact them. First Nations control of research can include all stages of a
particular research project-from start to finish. The principle extends to the control of resources and
review processes, the planning process, management of the information and so on.
Access: First Nations must have access to information and data about themselves and their
communities, regardless of where it is currently held. The principle also refers to the right of First
Nations communities and organizations to manage and make decisions regarding access to their
collective information. This may be achieved, in practice, through standardized, formal protocols.
Possession: While ownership identifies the relationship between a people and their information in
principle, possession or stewardship is more concrete. It refers to the physical control of data.
Possession is a mechanism by which ownership can be asserted and protected.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Learnings from last Evaluation
The recommendations from the last evaluation are below – with those implemented indicated with a
‘tick’ and those not fully implemented indicated with an ‘x’:
Nursing / Primary Health Care
ü More community input so that the programming is more community driven – have them bringing their
needs / wants to TCHSS and be able to adapt the programs and services to meet those needs while
still meeting any funding obligations.
All three communities were represented on our Health Planning Taskforce and the Community Health
Surveys also were carried out in each individual community with separate survey reports.
×

Access to a Dentist in the communities. Scheduling challenges with the Dental therapist prevent many
from accessing the current service and when they do, there are many things that the dentist cannot
do such as tooth extractions and more complex dental work such as fillings and crowns for which
currently, the dental therapist often refers clients to dentists in the city centres where travel then
becomes an issue.
Services from a Dental Therapist from the FNHA have been utilized but there is still irregularity in the
service for several reasons. There is still a desire from communities for more regular and reliable
dental assessment, maintenance and treatment services.

×

Access to a Nurse Practitioner (NP) for the community. In Williams Lake and 100 Mile House, the two
closest urban areas, there is a shortage of family doctors thus making access to primary care difficult.
Many of the community members are without a family physician and therefore can only access primary
care services through the Emergency Departments of the local hospitals. A full time Nurse Practitioner
that is situated in the TCHSS communities would be able to offer primary care to those community
members without a family physician and ease the travel burden.
An IHA Nurse Practitioner visits each community on a rotational basis (as well as other Secwepemc
communities) at regular intervals – but our communities still desire further expansion of this) –
however there is a desire to expand these hours and provide more NP and Doctor time to all
communities.

×

Access to respite services. The population is aging and often families step in to help care for their Elders
as they grow older, sometimes the role of caregiver can be very demanding on self, family and work
life. Offering respite services would help ease the burden on individual families by giving family time
to care for themselves so that they can better care for their family member.
While there are Elders support workers in place, as well as Home Support Workers, there are still few
options for our communities to access respite care in the local community.

×

Access to midwife & doula services. There are currently no practicing midwives in the Williams Lake or
100 Mile House area therefore if clients want a more natural birth experience, they must travel 2-3
hours north or south to the larger centers to access this service. The doula initiative that was sponsored
by Interior Health has since lost funding and is no longer available to our community members.
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This continues to be an issue for the entire community and surrounding areas of Williams Lake – so
much so that the Midwives Association of BC has started a petition to bring midwifery to Williams
Lake. https://www.change.org/p/midwives-association-of-british-columbia-bring-midwifery-care-towilliams-lake. TCHSS will continue to advocate to IHA for midwifery services in this area.
Circle of Life Program
×

Boys/Girls group in all three communities.
These have been discussed and while there are some groups – these are not yet in place in all three
communities yet. Although life skills, language, culture and teachings are provided in partnership with
communities’ initiatives.

ü Community centered events to be more visibility and share education on issues like FASD. More
presentations on FASD – secondary and elementary age groups.
This is a defined role for the Family Connections program and has been highly successful.
ü A Comprehensive “survey” needs to be conducted looking at “all members” of the three communities
This was completed and a survey report produced for all three communities.
Mental Health and Addictions Program
ü Obtain necessary funding to employ a full time Mental Health Clinician to provide culturally
appropriate and timely mental health assessments and to work collaboratively with TCHSS and
community health staff to ensure continuity of care.
A Mental Health Clinician is now part of our Mental Health team.
ü As TCHSS continually promotes afterhour’s resources on the website and on printed materials such as
the newsletters, posters, and brochures, provide signage in each community of afterhour’s resource
contact information.
This continues to be provided at all Health Stations.
ü Work in collaboration with community program staff such as Education, Employment, and Recreation
to ensure all programming is community-driven; ensure all community issues are being addressed
holistically; build community capacity; and promote community ownership by encouraging
volunteerism and the formation of community groups – to collectively identify and address and report
issues outside of staff scope of practice.
Through the three community representatives on our Board, we are continually looking at
opportunities to partner with other programs within each Chief and Council administration. Local
health staff are always identifying opportunities to partner with their colleague’s events for instance.
×

Advocate for funding to employ a Community Mentorship program to address trauma and grief issues.
The demand for more supports for those with Trauma and Grief needs to continue as was evident in
the community surveys. TCHSS has employed a Cultural Recreation Worker and Wellness Cultural
Worker, as well as an expanded mental health team, to support the needs of clients experiencing grief
and trauma. However we still need more resources to run land-based healing retreats and cultural
events with our Knowledge-Keepers.
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Action Plan
Three Corners will implement this Community Health and Wellness Plan – provided it is resourced
appropriately according to the budget we have submitted, through the following actions:

#

ACTION ITEM

RESPONSIBILITY

TIMELINE

1

Program Plans (based on goals, ALL Managers
objectives and activities in
CHWP)

Within 3 months of
approval of CHWP &
budget by FNHA

2

Establish reporting systems for ALL Managers
each team against Program
Plans - annual, monthly and to
build data for evaluation over
next 5 years

On completion of
Program Plans

3

Embed
Program
Plan ALL Managers
deliverables into each staff
member’s Performance Plans

On completion of
Program Plans

4

Design
and
complete ALL Managers
recruitment process for new
positions (new funding): COHI,
Nutritionist,
expanded
Rehabilitation
specialists,
cultural
workers,
quality
manager

Within 3 months of
approval of CHWP &
budget

5

Submit specific Business Case ED and Nursing Manager
for a full-time Dental Program
for all 3 communities (following
initial discussion with Dental
Lead at FNHA)

Within 6 months of
approval of CHWP

6

Expand facility space for new ED and Finance Manager
positions

Within 6 months

7

Establish new programs:

Within 12 months

§
§
§
§
§

Managers with new staff

COHI
Food Security
Cultural / Healing and landbased retreats
Elder’s Respite
Knowledge-Keepers
Coordinator
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Three Corners will adjust the Plan as needed in response to opportunities and changing needs. The
Executive Director and Board may identify ways to expand services, develop new programs, and/or adjust
existing services once resources are approved. This could be in response to emerging needs identified by
community members. It could also be in response to new and changed health funding.

Evaluation of this Plan
In addition to monthly and annual reporting to the Board of Directors, and annual reporting to the FNHA,
TCHSS will commission a five-year evaluation at the end of the fiscal year ending March 2024 that will
document effectiveness of services and programs against this CHWP. The evaluation will measure
outcomes such as:
§
§
§
§
§
§

increased access to healthcare services;
improved ability to make healthy lifestyle choices;
improved maternal, child, and public health;
improved health of elders and people needing homecare;
improved overall health and wellness; and
strengthened cultural reconnection.

The evaluation will be collaborative, building evaluation knowledge and skills within TCHSS and the
communities. It will be designed to empower, so that clients benefit from sharing their stories and
information. It will likely involve surveys of service users, key interviews, focus groups, and facilitated
dialogues of the Board and staff. The evaluation framework is in the appendices.
The five-year evaluation is being timed mid-way though implementation of this Community Health and
Wellness Plan, in 2024. The next 10-year evaluation will be in 2028-2029 to inform the development of
the next 10-year plan.
The Logic Model for the evaluation (subject to amendment over the next 5 – 10 years, is as follows:
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Logic Model

Inputs

Funding
Material
Resources
Leadership
Engagement
Staff
Time
Information
Technology
Training and
Professional
Development

Outputs
Activities
• Maternal Child
• Mental Wellness
and Substance Use
• Communicable
Disease control
• Healthy Living
• Environmental
Health
• Traditional healing
• Home Care and
Elder Health
• Health Benefits
• Primary Care
• Education
• Health promotion
• Screening and
assessment
• Resources
• Transport
• Engagement
• Referral and follow
up

Volunteers
• Data and
information
• Research
• Quality
improvement
• Workforce
development
• Financial
management

Indicators
EMR DATA:
# individual
consultations – by
program
# group sessions –
by program and
topics covered
# participants at
community events –
by age groups
– Frequency &
diversity of health
events &
participation
OTHER DATA:
– # staff training
hours completed
– Client and Patient
Satisfaction
surveys
– Diversity of
program resources
(Brochures,
posters, social
media & online
traffic
– # cultural events
completed
– Funder reports
– Accreditation
surveys

Programs

Improved
effectiveness and
relevancy of health
programs

Improved
coordination and
collaboration of
service and practice
Improved quality and
safety of health
programs

Outcomes
Clients

Overall

Improved health
status
Improved access to
health care

Improved selfmanagement
Increased knowledge
about health and
healthcare

Improved health
outcomes
Improved quality of
care
Sustainable health
care

Improved client
experience
Improved efficiency
and management of
resources

Improved staff
capacity and
development

EVALUATION
Focus – Collect Data – Analyze and Interpret – Report – Planning and Improvement
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CONTEXT
Social, cultural, political, policy, legislative/regulatory, economic and physical contexts, population
characteristics and public participation

TCHSS Health and Wellness Logic Model
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APPENDIX I: Board Resolution of Endorsement
Board Resolution of Endorsement to be signed and put on letterhead for inclusion in the plan and prior to
submission.
DATE: __________________
The Board of the Three Corners Health Services Society:
DO HEREBY RESOLVE:
WHEREAS: The Three Corners Health Services Society is committed to the physical, emotional, cultural
and spiritual wellness of all community members;
WHEREAS: The existing Contribution Agreement between the First Nations Health Authority and the
Three Corners Health Services Society expired on March 31, 2019;
WHEREAS: The Three Corners Health Services Society and the three stakeholder communities of
Stswecem’c Xgat’tem, T’exelc, and Xatśūll have jointly prepared a Community Health and Wellness Plan
covering the period 2019 – 2029 in pursuit of a new 10-Year Contribution Agreement. The development
of this plan has included community surveys and engagement, and this has resulted in endorsement of
the CHWP by the communities;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of the Three Corners Health Services Society approves and
submits its Community Health and Wellness Plan 2019-2029
Signatures:
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APPENDIX II: Health and Wellness Plan Evaluation Framework
Purpose of the Evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation will be to examine the effectiveness of the Health Programs in achieving its
stated objectives, as outlined in the CHWP, and assess whether it represents a good investment of
resources. It is intended to provide valuable insight into program goals, activities and our target
population, program strengths, areas for program improvement, and the cost-effectiveness of programs.
It is an important accountability tool and can be used to justify new directions in programming, inform
prioritization decisions and shape future development.
The evaluation will identify the characteristics and process of successful approaches that demonstrate
benefits to TCHSS and our three partner communities. The evaluation findings will assist in the
development of improved capacity to provide effective services to our Secwepemc children, families and
Elders as well as the wider community.
The evaluation plan is designed to be an evergreen document, refined and updated over the period of the
CHWP, in order to provide relevant and timely information to TCHSS and the communities and to meet
accountability requirements of the CHWP.

Evaluation Approach
A community driven participatory approach will be adopted, thus ensuring involvement of community
members in the design and implementation of the evaluation. Engaging in a participatory evaluation
framework along with professional and cultural codes of conduct will produce an evaluation with the
greatest utility and potential for effective program enhancements.
The evaluation will also follow a results-based accountability model, using the program logic and
methodology, for the evaluation. The implication of this approach is to focus on achieving and measuring
results for the community reflective of key priorities. It establishes a logic for selecting results and
indicators from primary and secondary data sources for the evaluation analysis. An implication of viewing
evaluation as part of a systemic intervention is that we will adopt both formative and summative
evaluation techniques. Formative techniques will mean that the lessons from the evaluation process and
findings are progressively shared with the communities and stakeholders, and that the evaluation process
is collaborative and reflective. A second implication of evaluation as part of a systemic intervention is that
we will design the evaluation as participative and collaborative research, with the Nations, community
members and other key stakeholders.

Program Logic Model
The cornerstone of effective evaluation is a thorough understanding of the program being evaluated:
what resources it has to work with, what it is doing, what it hopes to achieve, for whom, and when. The
program logic model presents a picture of how we see our efforts and activities bringing about change as
well as the intended impact and results we expect to see for our community and people. The logic model
will help to inform the evaluation and keep participants moving in the same direction by providing a
common language and point of reference.
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Sample Evaluation Questions
The evaluation will include two core components:
§
§

process evaluation, which will review the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration and
implementation of the program; and
outcomes evaluation, which will examine whether the Health Program is meeting the needs and
improving the longer-term outcomes for community members

In combination, these different approaches will give a holistic picture of the overall effectiveness and
success of the Health Program.
Process
1.

Are the current health program objectives, as reflected in the Community Health and Wellness Plan
(CHWP), relevant in addressing the health priorities identified by the Secwepemc communities?
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.

2.

Has management of the Contribution Agreement and CHWP been effective?
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.

3.

3.2.
3.3.

How is staff development such as training, competency and performance managed, and is this
effective?
How satisfied are staff with the current management and delivery of health programs and
services?
Are there effective communication systems within the organisation, and externally to clients
and community groups that enable awareness of the programs and services?

Were performance measurement and evaluation processes in place to support evaluation and
continuously improve design and execution of the CHWP?
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

5.

Has the CHWP overall and in particular identified growth areas been adequately resourced?
To what extent has TCHSS and the communities carried out their intended activities?
Have internal and external reporting requirements been met?
Have decisions been well-documented?
Does TCHSS and each Health Station / community function well internally with respect to
implementing the CHWP?

To what extent has the capacity of the communities developed to deliver effective and accessible
health services and programs?
3.1.

4.

Is the CHWP consistent with the mandate and priorities of the communities?
Has the CHWP been an effective tool in representing community health priorities?
How and when do community members have a voice in determining program or service
activities and health priorities?

What performance measurement and evaluation processes were put in place?
Was data collected and analyzed as planned?
To what extent were these processes used to inform ongoing management and continuous
improvement at TCHSS?

To what extent has TCHSS partnered with relevant organizations?
5.1.

Does TCHSS have effective working relationships with key partners?
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5.2.

To what extent has TCHSS helped Secwepemc members to be represented in policy, program,
and other decisions?

Outcome / Impact
6.

What impact have the health programs and services had on the health status of the communities?
6.1.
6.2.

7.

What factors have facilitated or impeded success?
7.1.
7.2.
7.3.

8.

What changes in health status have occurred over the course of the current CHWP?
To what extent are the health programs and services meeting community needs?

Have certain relationships proved more / less effective in achieving expected results? Why?
Have certain activities proved more / less effective in achieving expected results? Why?
Has the flexible funding proved more / less effective in achieving results?

Have there been any unintended impacts?
8.1.
8.2.

Have there been any unexpected impacts from activities undertaken as part of the CHWP?
What has TCHSS learned from activities undertaken as part of the CHWP?

Funding
9.

Did TCHSS ensure accountability and transparency for funds?
9.1.
9.2.

Did TCHSS meet the terms and conditions of the Contribution Agreement?
Did TCHSS delineate funding streams from multiple sources adequately?

10. Do the results of the Contribution Agreement investment represent value for money?
10.1. Overall, did the TCHSS undertake work consistent with the CHWP and Contribution
Agreement?
10.2. Overall, does TCHSS and the three communities believe that TCHSS has achieved expected
results?
10.3. Were there any areas of additional efficiencies in terms of achieving results?
10.4. Were there any unexpected cost implications for the work to be undertaken under the
Contribution Agreement?

Evaluation Methods
This section describes the process to be undertaken for the evaluation work, and in particular how the
data will be collected and analyzed. The mixed methods approach to gathering objective, data-driven lines
of evidence such as a document review, performance measurement data analysis and community health
survey, are paired with subjective and interpretive lines of evidence, such as interviews or other forms of
feedback from stakeholders, will provide a comprehensive and balanced investigation of each key
question.

Document and Data Review
The document and data review will form an important part of the evaluation, in both the proposed interim
and final review stages. Documents will include:
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§

§

§

§
§

Foundational documents, including the Contribution Agreement, Community Health and Wellness
Plan, Annual Work plan and any other documents related to either the obligations or processes falling
under the Contribution Agreement;
Strategic documents and reports, particularly the Annual Report and associated Community Based
Reporting Template Reports that outline priorities for the TCHSS Health team, and report on progress
in these areas;
Decision-making documents, including Terms of Reference, BCR and meeting minutes, and other
documentation which may describe the expected outputs and outcomes under the Contribution
Agreement or Work plan rationale and development;
Financial documents, including planned and actual expenditures by Work plan area or project, and
documented reasons for variances and re-adjustments of funds; and
Any other information on health issues that relates directly to implementing the Community Health
Plan.

Data may also include information that is held but not formalized, for example working papers, a database
of outputs, communications materials, etc. The purpose of the document and data review will be to first
collate information and then analyze information. The analysis stage involves first using the information
to provide a descriptive overview of the Contribution Agreement and its related processes, and then to
undertake comparative analysis. This involves comparing information across documents to identify
consistency or lack of consistency and by comparing information over time to search for evidence of
progress, challenges and solutions.
Performance Measurement Data Analysis
The document and data review will provide important information but will not cover all areas of work
comprehensively. The best source of comprehensive data will be analysis of performance measurement
data. Analysis will focus on strategic use of performance monitoring data to inform judgements about the
extent to which TCHSS has progressed towards or achieved its objectives.
Performance data can support three types of analysis:
§ Descriptive analysis: Some elements of the evaluation will call for a summation or categorized report
on activities, resources, and outputs. Some of this information may be available in program files,
electronic medical records, annual reports or financial reports, and additional information may be
drawn from performance data. Descriptive analysis involves using the performance data to deepen
understanding around associating resource investments in an area of work with the activities and
outputs that were funded.
§

Comparisons over time: By ensuring that performance data is categorized by area of work and key
objectives (as identified in the CHWP and Workplan), it will be possible to examine different areas
over time. One would expect that over time, performance data shows more outputs and results in
work areas. “Flags” such as few activities in a work area; long periods of time without recorded
outputs or results (or, alternatively, prolific outputs or results), or very high or low resources invested
in an area may then be identified and explored through other lines of evidence.

§

Comparisons of actual versus expected activities, outputs and results: Comparing planned and actual
work as captured by performance monitoring data is one line of evidence that can be used to evaluate
the “effectiveness” of the Community Health and Wellness Plan and the associated Contribution
Agreement funding.
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Stakeholder Engagement
While performance data can provide a summary of resources, activities and outputs, it cannot evaluate
the relative value or impact of the work undertaken against the Community Health and Wellness Plan.
Therefore, performance data must be supplemented by other lines of evidence, particularly stakeholder
feedback.
Stakeholder engagement will be a key pillar of the evaluation and will be a main source of information
about what has happened between “activities” and “outcomes”. Stakeholders include a range of people
and organizations, and the groups into which they fall may overlap, given the complex set of relationships
that exist, multiple projects, and the likelihood of individuals changing roles over the life of the
Contribution Agreement. Stakeholders may include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Executive Director and Health staff
Finance Manager
Each Chief and Council of the three communities
Secwepemc community members
Community Engagement Hub
First Nations Health Authority
Interior Health
Williams Lake Hospital
Local medical and health organizations
Other First Nations and Aboriginal organizations

Different types of relationships are likely best suited to different methods of engagement. Options for
engagement are presented below.
§

Key informant interviews (either by face to face, email or telephone) using semi-structured
engagement techniques in order to provide the deep and detailed feedback;

§

Focus groups to gather in-depth feedback and insight from stakeholders, particularly from community
members and TCHSS stakeholders (e.g. staff, committee representatives, leadership);

§

Observation techniques to gather data by watching behavior, events, or noting systematic processes
or physical characteristics in their “usual” environment;

§

Case studies to gain an in-depth contextualised examination of programs, processes or relationships
as they relate to the implementation of the CHWP; and

§

Surveys to engage with stakeholders (e.g. staff, community members and other key stakeholders)
both during the formative and summative phases of the evaluation.

A comprehensive community health survey process will also be undertaken which will be a key input into
the summative evaluation process to undertake a comparative analysis against the findings of the TCHSS
Health Survey 2018, to assess the impact of health investments at the community level.
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